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SPORTS: Calloway native continues triathlon career
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Rudolph buys former Mattel warehouse
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After nearly three years of sitting
vacant, the former Mattel warehouse
has a new owner.
Murray businessman Robbie Rudolph
announced Tuesday
his purchase of the
817,000-square foot
facility on Melvin
Henley Drive for $6.6
million to open a distribution center for
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Murray businessman Robbie Rudolph announced Tuesday his $6.6
million purchase of the former Mattel Warehouse, where he plans to
open a warehousing and distribution center.

CCMS teacher earns
state conservation
education award
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Conservation education is
booming in Calloway County.
Now, it is getting noticed by the
rest of Kentucky.
Last year, the Calloway
County Conservation District
office received the Kentucky
Association of Conservation
Districts Education Award, recognizing it as the state's best.
Now, a year later, one of the
teachers that works closely with
the district office has olaimed
his own honor.
Scott Pile, seventh-grade science teacher at Calloway
County Middle School, has been
Secondary
KACD
named
Teacher of the Year for his
efforts of incorporating conservation lessons into his regular
science lessons.

-Growing up on a farm like I
did (in Breckinridge County),
my father taught me a lot about
why it was important to protect
the environment," said Pile, who
is not about to claim this honor
for only himself. "My life kind
of lived through that, so now
I'm getting the chance to show
kids those same things. I'm really proud of that."
In fact, he said an appropriate
thing would be to cut the plaque
into pieces to share it with those
who have helped him express

his message so strongly. One of
those larger pieces, though,
would go to the district office,
whose administrative secretary
— Cindy Cossey — he has
come to know especially well
from literally Day 1 of his stu-

•See Page 2A
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AP Photo

Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
The Space Shuttle Discovery lifts off from Launch Pad 39B at the
on Tuesday.

Firstfull day in space means back
to workfor Discovery crew
By PAM EASTON
Associated Press Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Discovery's astronauts began their first full day
of work in space Wednesday
with a carefully orchestrated
inspection of the shuttle's
wings and nose to detect any
damage that may have
occurred during liftoff.
said
officials
NASA
Tuesday an object that may
have been a 1 1/2-inch piece
of thermal tile appeared to
break off from the Discovery's
belly during liftoff. Also, a
large object — perhaps a piece
of foam insulation — seemed
to fly off from the external
fuel tank. NASA flight operations manager John Shannon
said.
Officials stressed it was too
early to say whether there was
any danger to the shuttle or its
crew. Wednesday's highly
sensitive search, which was
expected to take about seven
hours, uses a sensor attached
to a 50-foot extension of the

shuttle's robotic arm. The
astronauts must be careful not
to bump the equipment against
the shuttle's fragile exterior.
Flight director Paul Hill,
who worked in Houston's
Mission Control as astronauts
began maneuvering the arm.
considers the inspections
among the most hazardous of
the new procedures put in
place since the 2003 Columbia
tragedy.
"If we make contact with
the orbiter while we're doing
this, I'm looking for another
AP Photo
job," Hill said in the months
leading up to the 12-day mis- In this image released by NASA TV, what appears to be
sion.
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Three suspects held in Tuesday's armed robbery
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Police Department officers expect
to make an arrest today or Thursday in connection to an armed robbery Tuesday afternoon at the Fs.sex Downs apartments.
MPD spokesman Sgt.. Jim Osborne said
this morning two female and one male suspect
are now being held by Henry County authorities for allegedly entering the home around
1:30 p.m.

'They brandished a weapon and demanded Tennessee.
-Our telecommunications division put out
drugs," he said.'There was a fight that ensued
vehicle and it was locatover the weapon. The victim was tied up and a description on that
" Osborne said. "We
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located on Duguid Drive, as the suspects were make sure we have the
scene.
leaving the
Police got a description of the suspects and
•See Page 2A
their vehicle, which was later located in
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Shooting victim pleads to drug charges Policewg
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A woman arrested on drug charges shortly after her boyfriend was charged with
shooting her last year pleaded guilty earlier
this week to seven offenses.
Cynthia Stracener-Younger, 45. pleaded
guilty to third-degree possession of a controlled substance, attempt to manufacture
methainphetamine, first-degree possession
of a controlled substance, possession of
marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia,
possession of anhydrous ammonia in unapproved container and possession of police
radio during a pre-trial conference Monday
in Calloway Circuit Court. Another charge
— possession of anhydrous ammonia in an
unapproved container with the intent to
manufacture methamphetamine — will be
dismissed in the plea agreement with the
commonwealth attorney's office.
Stracener-Younger officially will be sentenced Sept. 12 after Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust reviews a pre-sentence investigation
report. The plea agreement recommends
sentences ranging from 12 months for the
misdemeanors to five years for the felonies,
all of which will run concurrently for a total
of five years.
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Karen Woodall said the agreement recommends Stracener-Younger only serve six
months — a term that can be traded on a
day-for-day basis with an court-supervised

in-patient residential treatment program.
Donald Younger is accused of shooting
Stracener-Younger on March 22, 2004, at
the Jim Wilson Road residence they shared a
few miles east of New Concord. Calloway
County Sheriff's deputies found her with a
gunshot wound about 100 yards from the
house.
That incident led the her drug charges
because deputies noticed drug-related materials while they were investigating the
shooting.
Younger is charged with attempted murder. He is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9 a.m. Aug. 22.
In other circuit court cases:
II Bradley Allen Thurmond, 22, is scheduled for a final pre-trial conference at 10
a.m. Dec. 15 for complicity to first-degree
assault.
Thurmond faces the charge in a May 11
incident at his Cambridge II apartment.
Dustin Eddings, 22, is charged with firstdegree assault.
Eddings is charged for intentionally causing serious physical injury to Long's by hitting him in the head with his fist, according
to his May 24 indictment. Thurmond is
charged for complicity because he aided in
the crime by providing opportunity and
encouraging the assault, according to his
indictment.
11 Jason Lance Harman, 26, entered an
innocent plea to 13 charges, including drugrelated offenses and four counts of wanton

endangerment, during his arraignment
Monday. He is scheduled for a pre-trial conference Aug. 22.
Harman is charged with second-offense
trafficking marijuana, possession of a handgun by a convicted felon, possession of marijuana and second-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia, trafficking methamphetamine,conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance, engaging in organized crime, second-degree persistent felony offender, firstdegree fleeing and evading police and four
counts of first-degree wanton endangerment.
He is being held on a $500,000 cash
bond. Judge Foust has a motion for bond
reduction under advisement.
Kentucky State Police arrested him at a
traffic checkpoint in Lyon County on May
10 — four days after he escaped Calloway
County Sheriff's Department deputies by
leading them on a high-speed chase from his
Rowlett Trail residence in northern
Calloway County.
Deputies had been investigating Harman
because they suspected he was a methamphetamine dealer. The day of the chase,
police found a 9-millimeter submachine
gun, a 9-millimeter semi-automatic handgun
and a .45-caliber pistol at his residence.
More than a pound of packaged marijuana,
AK-47 ammunition, 9-millimeter ammunition and small amounts of meth residue were
also found at the home.

MPD

From Front
Osborne said he could not
speculate on whether the victim
knew the suspects or why the
would enter the residence
demanding drugs.
"I really don't have any way to
say one way or the other," he said.
"To my knowledge. no drugs
were found or anything like thatMurray Police Detective
Kendra Smith and Sgt. Chris
Garland are in charge of the
investigation. Osborne expects
more information about the incident is expected soon.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly cloudy
HIGH:
with a chance of
showers.
i75 Thursday will be
partly cloudy
with.highs in the
mid 80s.
Thursday night
will be mostly
clear.

JOHN WRIGHT:
Ledger & Times photos
One person was hospitalized
after a one-vehicle accident
about mile north of Kirksey
Tuesday afternoon. Charles
McHargue of Marshall County
was traveling north on Kirksey
Road when his 1997 Chevrolet
Silverado pickup drifted off the
right shoulder, according to the
Calloway
County
Sheriff's
Department. The truck's right
tires stayed in that position
about
100
yards
before
McHargue overcorrected, sending the truck across the roadway
and into a corn field. The truck
eventually came to a stop after
blazing a 100-yard path through
that field. McHargue was taken
to
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, where he was admitted
and later transferred. The investigation into the accident is continuing. Calloway County FireRescue and the Murray Fire
Department also assisted.

y51

Town Crier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall. The
agenda includes the first of
two readings of ordinances
extending the alcohol curfew
to 1 a.m.. banning "happy
hour" specials and requiring
training for alcohol servers.
The long-range planning cornmittee will meet prior to the full
council meeting at 6 p.m. to
discuss police and fire stations, streets, transfer station
and recycling center, and utility expansion.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board will
meet Aug. 1 at the airport at 6
p.m. Dinner will be provided.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Murray State University Police Department
• Individuals came to Public Safety to file a criminal mischief
report at 4:55 p.m. Friday. Their vehicles were damaged while
parked on campus.
•A tire alarm was activated on the first floor of Hester College
at 11:25 a.m. Saturday. Smoke was coming from an overheated
stove burner in the kitchen area in the west part of the building.
Murray Fire Department and MSU Central Plant were notified.
•A bicycle was reported missing from near the south door of
Blackburn Science Building at 4:09 p.m. Monday. While taking
the report, someone reported at 4:42 p.m. another bicycle missing from the same location. A theft by unlawful taking less than
$300 case is under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

II Rudolph

•

••

From Front
Rudolph and Green have a
business plan to serve existing
companies as well as work with
regional economic development
leaders to recruit new businesses to the area.
The closest similar center,
Green said, is the smaller
Wagner Moving and Storage in
Paducah.
"We could store product
now. It's just a matter of getting
product handling equipment and
getting associates hired," Green
said, adding that the space is
basically ready to go and will
meet a growing regional need.
"You can never build too large."
Such a distribution facility
could attract new industries
because it provides a readymade warehouse operation. The
number of full- and part-time
workers will be based on the
demand for the center's services.
"We'll be able to lure business without the extensive capital investment," Green said.
Rudolph is familiar with this
type of business. He owns
Rudolph Tire, which uses a distribution center in Darlas,
Texas, to store 30,000 tires.
That location helps his business
fulfill orders more efficiently
for western locations.
Location is an attractive

quality about a distribution center in western Kentucky.
Murray is within a day's drive
of 60 percent of the nation's
population, Rudolph said, citing
local economic development
facts.
"It'll help the region," he
said of his new investment. "For
instance, someone may put a
manufacturing
facility
in
Mayfield, but then they could
use us for overflow or distribution. I think it'll spur economic
growth regionally."
The purchase surprised
Murray-Calloway
County
Economic
Development
President Mark Manning, who
had been trying to recruit new
industries to the building.
"We're surprised by the purchase
and
disappointed,"
Manning said this morning.
"It's a premier industrial property with a brand-new roof and
office. We had several prospects
seriously looking at the property, and they were significant
employers."
Meanwhile, Manning said he
just hopes Rudolph provides
many jobs with his new venture.
"We sell product and this
was a very fine product that is
apparently not available,"
Manning said of the warehouse.

III CCMS
From Front
dent teaching.
"Her son (Trent) was one of
the first students I had," Pile
said of Trent Cossey, who will
begin his senior year at
Calloway County High School
when classes open Aug. 5."That
goes to show you how long (he
and Cindy Cossey) have been
working together."
Cossey said she came to
know of Pile's conservation
ideas through talking with her
son about how the then-teacher
in training would handle classes
and how he would try to incorporate things like soil conservation and recycling into lessons.
That allowed her to approach
Pile about promoting the district's annual essay contest more
heavily at CCMS, which he did
gladly, before making a fast
impact once he obtained a permanent position.
He became known for such
ideas as a quiz bowl-type tournament to enhance a study on
elements that has become an
anticipated thing now for
incoming seventh graders.
Soon, though, Pile was incorporating environment-friendly
ideas into his daily lessons,
demonstrating his commitment
by establishing a recycle bin for
paper for donation to Murray's
Make a Difference Day activity.
That could be adopted schoolwide for the upcoming year.
It was also during this time
that the chemistry established
with Cossey while still a student
teacher began yielding ideas for
activities.
The biggest of these was the
environmental field day that is
still conducted annually at
Murray State University, drawing students from both CCMS
and Murray Middle School, as
well as other regional campuses,
to learn about various conservation issues through active participation.
MSU students, along with

officers of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources and professors from
MSU's Hancock Biological
Station are also among the contributors to that event.
"We work well together,
there's no doubt about that, and
1 think it's because we have the
same heart for it," said Cossey,
noting that this is especially true
when it comes to her and Pile
believing in the value of learning something the old fashioned
way."I know I really like having
kids do hands-on stuff, so we try
to do a lot of that.
"What's so good about that is
that's where the kids are able to
actually see what is being talked
about in the lessons. You can
study a book all you want, but
how are you going to actually
learn anything if you don't get
out and experience it some'?
That's the best way to do it."
Now,Pile said he and Cossey
basically bounce ideas between
one another, especially when he
knows a certain subject is about
to be covered in his classes. That
was the basis behind having
MSU agriculture students visit
the CCMS campus to discuss
current study material. Cossey
also was key last year in persuading Mead-Westvaco personnel to come to CCMS and
demonstrate how to create paper
from wood pulp.
"We just look at the need,
then try to find the right people
that we can have come in and
help show it to the students,"
Pile said.
This upcoming year should
see a pair of new innovations at
CCMS. One will be an environmental issue class that Pile is
being given the chance to create
himself, while the other could
have CCMS students visiting
those at Calloway County
Preschool periodically to teach
those youngsters about protecting their environment
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Cunningham won't seek re-election to 56th circuit bench
By TOM BERHY
Staff Writer
Bill
Circuit
Judge
Cunningham will not seek a
third term on the bench that he
has held for
since 1992.
After serving the people
of Caldwell,
Livingston,
and
Lyon
Trigg counties
as trial commissioner,
Cunningham commonwealth's attorney and circuit judge for almost
30 years, Cunningham said he
will not seek re-election in 2006,
but will move on and let someone else take the judge's chair.

"The most important thing
about being anywhere is knowing when to leave," he said.
"I've got 30 years in as a public
servant in the justice system and
it's time for new blood."
Cunningham has filed his
declaration papers to run for a
seat on the Kentucky Supreme
Court next year — meaning it is
something he may or may not
do. But, apparently, the pressure
of his current job had something
to do with the decision to leave
circuit court.
"You can only send so many
people to prison, divorce so
many couples, divide up so
many children, before it begins
to take its toll," Cunningham
said in announcing his decision
Tuesday in a news rele_asP.

Cunningham
However,
declined to comment in an interview this morning on any future
legal or political plans before his
term ends in January 2007.
"I have many important court
decisions to make between now
and (then)," he said in the
release. it is important that our
circuit court not be politicized
by any premature public pronouncements."
He said that he was announcing his plans not to run so
lawyers residing in the 56th
Circuit, including those who
might be interested in the position, would know his intentions.
The 56th Judicial Circuit is
one of four remaining fourcounty circuits in the state of
Kentucky. It runs across the

state from the Ohio River to the
Tennessee line.
nlis is a very demanding
circuit because of the geography
and diversity of counties,"
Cunningham said. -However, I
have been supremely blessed
down through the years with
tremendous support and assistance from my circuit clerks,
prosecutors, defense lawyers,
sheriffs, probation and parole
officers and other court-related
offices. I have had a good working relationship with the many
county judge-executives of
these counties as we have
worked toward improving our
court facilities. Words can't
describe the special affection I
have for the wonderful people of
Caldwell, Livingston, Lyon and

Tngg counties."
veteran,
Vietnam
A
Cunningham left the U.S. Army
in 1973 to set up a private law
practice in Eddyville, where he
served as city attorney and public defender for the inmates at
the Kentucky State Penitentiary.
In 1976, he was elected commonwealth's attorney of then
newly formed 56th Circuit.
before being elected judge.
Cunningham and his wife,
Paula, currently live in Kuttawa.
They have five sons and four
grandchildren.
"I think of myself as a western Kentuckian pore than anything else," he sad. "Of course,
there is a natural bond with my
home county: but I consider
Caldwell, Livingston and Trigg

counties as my home common
ties as well."
Cunningham's parents were
from Calloway County, but his
ancestral home is in Trigg. At
age 15. he moved to Marshall
County where he graduated
from high school in Benton. He
is a noted author of several
books,
regionally focused
including his newest release
"Distant Light," the story about
a near lynching of an AfricanAmerican man in Calloway
County over the killing of a
Murray police chief. The book
has just been released and
Cunningham is scheduled to
visit Murray for a book signing
in early September.

II Shuttle ...
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
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Commander Eileen Collins
and Pilot James Kelly repositioned the shuttle early
Wednesday and planned to redirect it a second time to make
sure the vehicle is positioned
correctly to catch up with the
international space station for
docking. When the astronauts
awoke Wednesday, the shuttle
trailed the station by 5,500
miles.
Another task Wednesday
was for the crew to deploy an
antenna, which allowed them to
send televised images from the
sweeping scans of the shuttle's
wings and nose to the ground.
NASA officials said they also
received data from 176 sensors
placed on the shuttle wings to
detect any debris strikes.
Analysis of the data, televi-

sion and other images was
under way at Johnson Space
Center early Wednesday.
The crew spent most of
Tuesday turning their "rocket
into a Winnebago," said astronaut Daniel Tani, who flew
aboard the shuttle in 2001.
"It is a big reconfiguration,"
Tani said of the work
Discovery's crew had to do to
turn the shuttle from rocket into
orbiting vehicle.
Two weather planes and
more than 100 cameras documented Discovery's trip to
orbit. NASA wants to document
any sign of flying debris that
could threaten the shuttle.
"There is no question that
we have more data now than we
have ever had before," Flight
Director LeRoy Cain told The
Associated Press. "We are
going to see things when we
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One injured Soldier, uncle plead guilty
to smuggling guns from Iraq
in Bethel
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A AK-47.
Nigel ,Brown and Uran
Campbell soldier and his
Road crash Fort
uncle pleaded guilty onTuesday allegedly sawed off the bottoms
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
One person remains hospitalized today after being involved
in a one-vehicle accident in
Calloway County Tuesday.
According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
the driver of the vehicle, not
identified, was northbound on
Bethel Road when she apparently had a seizure and lost control
of the vehicle. The vehicle then
crossed the roadway going off
the left side and striking a tree
head-on.
Two of the three occupants
were transported to MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
driver was treated and released
with no injuries.
The front passenger. a 16year-old female, was admitted to
the hospital's CCU with multiple facial injuries and remains
there in stable condition.
A 61-year-old male who was
the rear passenger was not
injured.

to charges they illegally smuggled 18 foreign-made machine
guns out of Iraq and tried to sell
them in the United States.
Guy Brown, 46, and Nigel
Brown, 31, of Hopkinsville.
pleaded guilty to conspiring to
unlawfully import machine
guns from Iraq and aiding and
abetting the possession of a
machine gun, according to U.S.
attorneys in Paducah. Both men
face up to 10 years in prison, a
$250,000 fine and supervised
release for up to three years
when they are sentenced on Oct.
25.
Another Fort Campbell soldier under indictment, Beau
Uran, 24, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
is scheduled for a hearing in
August, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Michele Theilhorn said.
The indictment filed last
May said that while in Iraq, the
Nigel Brown and Uran acquired
17 Russian-made AK-47s and a
Type 56, 7.62-caliber assault
rifle, a Chinese replica of the
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look and so one of the things
we have worked really hard on
is to make sure we understand
what are we looking at."
The new cameras and
inspections are part of safety
procedures put in place for
NASA to return to space following the grounding of its
shuttle fleet after the breakup of
space shuttle Columbia in
2003.
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of oxygen tanks, placed the
machine guns inside, then welded the bottoms back on the
tanks so they could be shipped
back to Fort Campbell, court
documents said.
When Nigel Brown and Uran
returned from Iraq, prosecutors
said they retrieved the tanks and
loaded them onto a truck, then
asked Guy Brown, a civilian, to
sell the guns.
Both soldiers continue to
serve at Fort Campbell, Loomis
said.
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THANK YOtoU!
the
I would like to extend iny sincere thanks
Murray Fire Department, all our friends, and the many
people who were there to help us during the recent fire
at our business.
I at happy to say that with everyone's help, we are
up and running as usual. We are at the same location,
SOS Coldwater toad in Murray, and look forward to
serving you.
Cooper Thanks again,
Keith Fain
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Hillary and
the Moderates
COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP)—
New York Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton. a potential 2008 presidential candidate, on Monday
pressed Democrats to adopt a
tough stand on national security
and urged the party to show a
united front to counter "the
hard-right ideology in
Washington."
Speaking to the Democratic
Leadership Council, the centrist
group that helped her husband,
Bill Clinton, secure the White
House, the senator delivered a
broad speech that touched on
foreign policy, health care, education and fissures within her
own party.
"It's high time for a ceasefire," Clinton said.
The speech was coupled
with the announcement that
Clinton had been chosen to
head the DLC's "American
Dream Initiative," described by
the organization as a national
conversation with business,
political, labor, civic and intellectual leaders on an agenda for
the country and party.
The chairmanship will allow
Clinton to travel the country
next year, when she is seeking
another term in the Senate. The
job will be an opportunity to
burnish an already high-profile
image that frequently energizes
Democrats while also helping
anti-Clinton Republicans raise
campaign cash.
"Let's start by uniting
against the hard-right ideology
in Washington," Clinton said.
"All too often we have allowed
ourselves to be split between
left, right and center."
Clinton made it clear in her
speech that Democrats should
take a tough stand on combatting terrorism, calling for a
"unified coherent strategy
focused on eliminating terrorists wherever we find thane
A member of the Senate
Armed Seevices Committee, she
echoed calls from the DLC to
increase the size of the military,
while calling for smarter decisions on deploying forces.
"There is a broader and.
stronger coalition against terror." she said.
She also spoke of a focus on
health care, noting that during
her husband's presidency she
attempted to tackle that issue,
but little progress has been
made.
"Today, we spend more of
our income on health care with
no end in sight," she said.
Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack,
another frequently mentioned
2008 candidate, called for a
positive, progressive agenda.
"We can't afford to be anti-,
against everything," Vilsack
said. "We've got to be for
something."
Sen. Evan Bayh of Indiana,
also the subject of 2008 speculation, said Clinton "is a very
strong front-runner" but told
activists the party's future lies

Hos•
Chu

in the Midwest.
"Our success as a party will
be determined lorgely by how
well we do herd," Bayh said
Some have suggested
Clinton has carefully tacked a
course toward the political center as the speculation about
2008 grows.
In January she used an
appearance before abortionrights advocates to call for
"common ground" on the issue.
In addition, Clinton joined
with former House Speaker
Newt Gingrich to push for
health care legislation like a
single system for medical
.billing that all insurers and
providers would use to save
time and money.
Clinton has also taken a
tough stand against violence in
video games and on television,
and against illegal immigration.
She sought out a seat on the
Senate Armed Services
Committee, which allowed her
to take high-profile trips to Iraq
and put a foreign policy arrow
in her quiver.
"It doesn't surprise me that
she's becoming more moderate," said Leroy Comrie, a city
councilman in the New York
borough of Queens. "I think the
country is becoming more and
more moderate, more and more
conservative."
Al From, founder of the
DLC and a close ally of both
Sen. Clinton and former
President Clinton, disputes that
view. He says Hillary Clinton
hasn't changed much at all.
"She hasn't done anything
that's changed what she's done
for 15 years," said From, arguing that Clinton has always
been every bit the moderate her
husband was.
On abortion,"she's always
been for legal, safe and rare,"
said From."She was a strong
supporter of welfare reform."
In addition, From said, she
pushed Arkansas into the lead
in establishing charter schools
while her husband was governor. "She was the leading education reformer in the country,"
said From."She has been steadfast on national security."
In From's view, Clinton suffers from something of an identity crisis nationally. After her
WASHINGTON (AP)— John Roberts is
husband was elected president,
she headed an effort to overhaul widely acknowledged to be one of the
nation's best lawyers at arguing before the
the nation's health care, an
Supreme Court, one of the most intimidatunsuccessful move that oppoing settings an attorney can encounter.
nents characterized as putting
But it's not soaring oratory that is the
the country on a road to a govkey. Those who have watched him in action
ernment-controlled national
— including lawyers who've argued cases
health system.
against him — credit his relentless preparaFor most voters, that failed
tion, conversational style and an ability to
health care effort was their
steer the dialogue back to his intended
introduction to her, said From,
theme despite a barrage of questions.
who sees her recent moves as
Then there's the luck factor: Roberts
simply moving the focus back
often touches a statue of former Chief
to her traditional issues.
Justice John Marshall on his way into court.
Though Clinton was joined
And Roberts suggests he's not above laying
at the meeting by three other
potential Democratic 2008 pres- an occasional trap for an opponent.
Roberts has argued 39 cases before the
idential candidates, most of the
Supreme Court, roughly half in private
buzz focused on her.
practice and half while working for the
government. He has won 25.
"A Supreme Court justice once pulled
me aside and told me he was the most
effective oral advocate ever to appear
before the court." said J. Warren Gorrell Jr.,
chairman of Hogan & Hartson, the law firm
where Roberts worked two stints totaling
about 13 years. "Now that's saying some1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
thing."
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Roberts' abilities should serve him well
on two counts: He'll be hard to rattle when
Mon. — Fri. 7:30 a.m. —5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
he goes before the Senate Judiciary
Committee for his confirmation hearing late
Alice Rouse,Publisher
.arouseCa)murrayledger.00m
this summer. And, if confirmed as the
Eric Walker, Editor
eil it or4murrayledgencom
nation's 109th justice, he'll join colleagues
Slone Cansler, Advertising Mgr.
ads(c..vmurrayledger.com
who apparently already think well of him.
Jill Stephens. Classifieds Mgr.
classifieKtinurrayledgencom
Roberts' cases before the high court ran
the gamut,from hot-button issues like aborHope O'Donnell-Hill, Circulation ..cireulation@murrayledger.com
tion and sex discrimination to more obscure
Tammy Thompson. Office Mgr.
tthornpson@murrayledger.eorn
matters. For example, he argued unsuccessRita Boggess, Business Mgr.
rboggesstcomurrayledgencom
fully against a prison inmate's complaint
Torn Bell. Production Mgr.
mh@murrayledger.com
that he was exposed to secondhand cigaScott Nanney, Sports Editor
rette smoke and successfully on behalf of a
ports@murrayledger.cam
man who had cheated the government of
$585 and faced a civil fine of $130,000
Subscription Rates
heaped on top of earlier criminal penalties.
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.
In the latter case. Roberts convinced the
court that the man had been improperly
Mailed in Calloway Co.. Benton.
punished twice for the same offense.
Year, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and
3 mos 6 mos
Farmington, KY, $91. By mail to
In the prison inmate's case. Roberts got
$87
rest of KY/TN - $116, other mail
a chuckle from the court and showed his
$23
$45
subscriptions - $136.
knack for effective analogy when the justices asked if seeking to avoid exposure to
Published Monday through Saturday even afternoon. except Sundays. Jul,
secondhand smoke wasn't akin to seeking
4. Thanksgiving Day. Christmas Day and New Years Day. Periodicals
postage paid at Murray. KY. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to THE
to avoid exposure to asbestos.
MURRAY LEDGER & T1MF-S. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071-1040
"When we go to a restaurant they don't
ask.'Do you want the asbestos section or
&SS YOUR PAPER? Call the circulation department between Sand 6 p.m.
the non-asbestos section,— Roberts told the
Mon.- Fri. or between 4:30 and 5 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
justices.
"They do ask,'Do you want smokMurray Ledger & Times (USPS 308-700)• Murray Ledger & Times is a
ing or nonsmoking.' Smoking is a matter of
member of. the Associated Press. Kentucky Press Association and Southern
personal preference."
Newspapers Publishers Association. The Associated Press is exclusivelN
entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.
Roberts participated in that case as a
deputy solicitor general in 1993, when he
would have cut a striking figure in the late
19th century style dress that is customary
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The Negotiator
Measured tones, apt analogies
part of Roberts' winning style
tences. That might seem like a low threshold for praise, but it is anything but a given
in the face of rat-a-tat questioning from the
justices.
"If you read his transcripts you will see
that he is articulate and fluid in his presentation," Mahoney said.
Lawyer Jay Sekulow, who has argued
both beside and against Roberts, said he
always studies transcripts and audio tapes
of Roberts' past oral arguments when he's
preparing for an appearance before the
court."One of John's greatest gifts," he
said, "is to be able to weave the answer to a
question back into his theme."
Roberts had a reputation as a gracious
winner — and loser— but it is also clear he
plays to win.
In his article on effective oral argument,
Roberts suggested a strategy to throw off an
adversary who was going to have the last
word in court. By tossing out an indirect
challenge that the opponent will feel compelled to address, Roberts wrote, "this can
AP Photo
completely disarm your adversary, who has
no doubt been preparing an effective rebutcourtroom attire for the solicitor general:
tal."
gray cutaway morning coat, striped pants,
Gregory Garre, a colleague of Roberts'
ascot and vest.
at Hogan & Hartson, said Roberts conductEach case is different, Roberts says, and
ed three or four practice sessions before any
requires its own strategy.
appearance before the high court, and kept
"How to play your hand depends largely
a notebook in which he jotted down possion the cards you are dealt," Roberts wrote
ble questions he might confront. Then he
in a 1997 article offering tips for effective
would craft "an airtight response that couldoral arguments. His advice ranged from the
n't
be picked apart by another justice."
abstract to the nitpicky. "Make sure whatever you bring fits on the lectern," he advised. Garre said.
Elsa Cole, general counsel for the
Former Solicitor General Theodore
NCAA,said that when Roberts represented
Olson, himself an expert at oral argument,
the athletic association in a sex discriminasaid Roberts is quick on his feet in fielding
tion case in 1999, "there was not a question
the steady stream of questions that come
that he had not anticipated and was prefrom the justices, and has a conversational
pared to answer. ... We got a decision withbut not-too-informal tone that the justices
in a month, 9-0 in our favor. Can you do
like.
any better than that?"
"He got a very pleasant demeanor about
It doesn't always go that way, however.
him; he seems very accessible," said Olson.
At a 2002 symposium, Roberts recount"He doesn't lose his poise."
ed the thrashing he got during a 1994 oral
Olson argued against Roberts in a case
argument against then-Solicitor General
challenging Hawaii's practice of holding
Rex Lee in which it was immediately
Hawaiians-only elections for the Office of
apparent that the court was going to rule
Hawaiian Affairs, and won by a 7-2 ruling
against him unanimously on three grounds.
in 2000. Roberts lost his argument that the
"They proceeded to beat me over the
voting arrangement was proper.
head for a half hour," Roberts recalled. "I
Three sentences into his oral argument.
staggered to my seat and then Rex got up.
Roberts got a sign his case was in trouble.
"Well now,just a minute,,.." a justice inter- And early on into his argument, Justice
jected. And over the next half-hour, Roberts (Sandra Day) O'Connor — in a very
uncharacteristic burst of cruelty — asked
fielded 52 skeptical questions without losRex Lee why he had neglected to raise a
ing his cool.
"I'm sure the loss had nothing to do with fourth argument which would also be a
winning argument. Rex turned and looked
John's argumentation," said Olson.
Maureen Mahoney, a Washington lawyer down at me, literally and figuratively, and,
with a wink that I am sure via.s perceptible
who worked with Roberts in the solicitor
only to me, said something to the effect that
general's office. credits Roberts for, among
he did not want to be accused of piling on."
other things, speaking in complete sen-
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London police storm house of suspected bomber

Ms. Jan Reed Wilson

The funeral for Ms. Jan Reed Wilson will be today (Wednesday) By BETH GARDINER
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Associated Press Writer
Mark Dillon, the Rev. Benny Morton and the Rev. Joe D. Thorn will
BIRMINGHAM, England
officiate. Burial will follow in the Soldier Creek Cemetery.
(AP)
- Police stormed a home
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
before
dawn Wednesday and
Ms. Wilson, 48, Oakway Court, Nashville, Tenn., died Saturday.
July 23, 2005, at 8:54 p.m. at Maury Regional Medical Center, fired a stun gun to subdue a man
suspected of being one of the
Columbia, Tenn.
She was manager of Non-Invasive Cardiology at Centennial four who carried out the failed
Hospital, Nashville, and was a member of Pleasant Hope Baptist July 21 transit bombings in
Church, Fairdealing.
London.
Her father, James Kenneth Reed. preceded her in death.
Members of the bomb squad.
Survivors include two sons, Kyle Reed Wilson and Joshua Adam
some dressed in armored suits.
Wilson, both of Nashville; her mother, Mrs. Martha Lou Smith
Reed, and one brother. Richard Reed, both of Benton; three sisters, were seen moving into the home
Mrs. Kenethia Taylor and Mrs. Christine Story, both of Benton, and after police evacuated 100 nearby residences, located in a quiet
Mrs. Kendra Davis, Knoxville, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.
ethnically mixed neighborhood
in Britain's second-largest city.
Three men were also arrested
in pre-dawn raids at another
home about two miles away in
this city about 120 miles northwest of London. The raids were
carried out by 50 officers from
London's Metropolitan Police
By BASSEM MROUE
the
top
Anti-Terrorist Branch and West
Associated Press Writer
American
Midlands
Police. No shots were
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - commander
fired.
Iraqi Kurds will never back in Iraq, said

Kurds will not back down
from push toward an
Iraqi federal state

he believed a
U.S. troop
withdrawal
could begin
by
spring
2006
if
progress
Rumsfeld
continues on
the political front and if the
insurgency does not expand.t
In ongoing violence, mortar
attacks on Baghdad's main bus
station Wednesday killed at least
two and injured 20 others, said
Dr. Muhannad
Jawad
of
Yarmouk Hospital. Most of the
victims are believed to be Iraqi
civilians.
Gunmen opened fire on a car
carrying three employees of the
Ministry of Trade, killing one
man and wounding two women,
police said.
It was the second attack on
civilian government employees
in as many days. On Tuesday,
gunmen fired on a bus carrying
workers from a governmentowned research facility on the
western outskirts of Baghdad,
killing 16 and wounding 27.
South of Baghdad, insurgents
fired a number of mortar rounds
on an Iraqi military base, leavitig mulches 10 people injured,
Ioldreks, Said Dr.
Dawood al-Taie, director of the
Mahmoudiya hospital.
A statement released Tuesday
by the U.S. command said a
roadside bomb had killed four
American soldiers in southwestern Baghdad. The statement said
the soldiers from Task Force
Baghdad died Sunday night
when their vehicle ran over a
roadside bomb in the southwest
of the city. However, Jim
Driscoll, a spokesman for the
Georgia National Guard, said
the victims were assigned to the
48th Infantry Brigade. They
were the Georgia Guard unit's
first combat casualties since
World War II.
Seven Iraqi soldiers were
shot and killed as they were
guarding a water plant in the
town of Tarmiyah, about 30
miles north of Baghdad, the
Defense Ministry said.

down from demands for a federal state despite problems this
may create in efforts to draft a
new constitution, a top Kurdish
leader said Wednesday. U.S.
officials pressed Iraq to meet the
deadline for completing the
charter.
Massoud Barzani, head of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party,
also said Kurds would never dissolve their militias and repeated
demands for the return of ethnic
Kurds to the oil-rich Kirkuk area
from which tens of thousands of
them were expelled under
Saddarn Hussein.
Barzani's comments, broadcast by Al-Arabiya television.
indicated the Kurds are standing
firm on longtime demands at a
time when the United States is
urging all sides to compromise
in order to finish the new constitution by the Aug. 15 deadline.
His remarks were broadcast
as Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld arrived in Baghdad to
urge the Iraqis not to miss the
deadline for completing the
draft of the constitution. The
Defense Department wields
considerable influence among
the Kurds. who worked closely
with the Americans in. OT,Parff,tions for the 2003 inVasion that
toppled Saddam.
"It's time for a compromise.
That's what politics are about
and people are simply going to
have to recognize that (in) any
constitutional drafting process.
compromise is necessary. It's
important. It's understandable.
It's the way democratic systems
work," Rumsfeld said.
At a joint press conference
with Rumsfeld, Prime Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaafari said the time
has arrived to plan a coordinated
transition from American to
Iraqi military control throughout
the country.
Asked how soon a U.S. withdrawal should happen, he said
no exact timetable had been set.
"But we confirm and we desire
speed in that regard." he said,
speaking through a translator.
Speaking earlier with U.S.
reporters
traveling
with
Rumsfeld. Gen. George Casey.
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"I looked out of the window
and the road was full of armed
police and they had got the road
closed off," said electrician
Andy Wilkinson, who lives
nearby.
He said the suspect looked
like Omar but could not confirm
it was him.
"After 10 or 15 minutes. they
brought a guy out. He looked
like the darkest-skinned one in
the photos of the four suspects
released by the police-the one
with the curly hair," Wilkinson
said. "They had him dressed in
one of those white suits. He had
plastic cuffs on the front."
The police spokesman said
the man was being brought to
the high-security Paddington
Green police station in central
London, while the other three
were being held in Birmingham.
Police launched a manhunt
after releasing images of four
men thought responsible for

Both are the children of
refugees, the government said.
Police have also been trying
to determine whether the failed
bombings are connected to the
deadly July 7 attacks that killed
56 people, including the four

July 22 & 23 Drop Off
July 26 - 30• Shopping Plaza

suicide bombers.
In a separate development,
two other men were arrested on
suspicion of terrorism while
traveling on a train in England's
midlands region.
Lincolnshire police said the
train, which was on its way to
London's King's Cross station
from Newcastle, was stopped at
Grantham, where the men were
arrested at 11 p.m. Tuesday.
The men were being held
under
the
Prevention
of
Terrorism Act. It was not immediately clear if the arrests were
linked to the investigation into
the London bombings.
In a related development, the
body of Jean Charles de
Menezes. the Brazilian mistakenly shot to death by police on
July 22 in London, will be flown
back to Brazil later Wednesday
for burial, lawyers for his family
said.

The Birmingham arrests also
came as police explosives
experts were examining suspicious material found in a north
London apartment connected to
two Omar and Said.
The bombs were stored in
clear plastic food containers and
put into dark-colored bags or
backpacks. Police said those
four bombs were similar to
another found abandoned in a
park Saturday, raising fears a
fifth bomber is on the loose.
The Birmingham arrests
would bring the number of people that police have said are
being held in connection with
the July 21 bombings to nine.
Police last week arrested and
were questioning five other people in relation to the botched
bombings. It remained unclear if
the other two being held had
anything to do with the attacks.
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Omar arrived in Britain from
Somalia in 1992 at age 11, the
Home Office said. A Somali citizen with British residency, he is
suspected of trying to blow up a
subway train near Warren Street
station.
Said came to Britain in 1990
from Eritrea, his family said. He
was granted residency in 1992
and British citizenship in
September 2004. the Home
Office said.
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at

planting the bombs. The pictures
have been plastered over much
of London's transit and railway
system while police have for
more than a week released various details about the attackers.
On Monday, they released
the names of two of the suspects, 24-year-old Omar and
Muktar Said Ibrahim, 27, also
known as Muktar Mohammed
Said.
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AP photo
A Royal Logistic Corps bomb disposal expert approaches a house in Birmingham,
England, Wednesday, where detectives investigating the failed bomb attacks in London
on July 21, made an arrest under the Terrorism Act 2000. Three men were arrested at
another address in the city.
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Sewing By Steven
Weal(

"The operations are in connection with the incidents in
London on July 21," the
spokesman said on customary
condition of anonymity. Bombs
were planted on three London
Underground trains and a bus on
that day, but they failid to detonate fully.
Police would not confirm
BBC and Sky news reports that
the man taken down with a laser
gun's electrical shocks may
have been one of the four suspected of participating in last
week's botched bombings. At
least one witness said he may
resemble Yasin Hassan Omar,
24, a Somali.
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
976 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
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MWC Installs New Officers For 2005-2006 Club

Murray-Calloway County Park
Pool announces schedule
Murray-Calloway County Park Pool will
be open every day through Aug. 14 at regular hours. After that date, the pool will
be open weekends only through Labor Day,
Sept. 5. Hours for those weekends are 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m.
Sunday.
Mike Sykes, aquatics director, said -Back
to School Nights will be held with admission being Sl. This will be Aug. 1 for preschool through fourth grade; Aug. 3 for
Jo's
five through eight; Aug. 4 for grades
Datebook grades
nine through 12. The hours will be from
By Jo Burkeen
7 to 9 p.m. for these special nights."
Community
For information call Sykes Rt 293-2630.
Editor

Hughes reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the late William Bascum and Leona Doran
Hughes will have a reunion on Saturday from 2 to 6 p.m. in
the Family Life Center of Hazel Baptist Church. A potluck
meal will be served. All relatives and friends are invited. For
information call Ella Tidwell at 753-5308.

Photo provided

Kentucky Federation of Women's Club President Alice Kendrick, right, installed the new officers of the Murray
Woman's Club for the 2005-2006 club year. Pictured, from left, are Sheree Story, treasurer; Virginia Randolph,
recording secretary; Martha Joiner, second vice president; Tracey Wortham, first vice president; and Pat
Harrington, president.

is Markle McClure.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Phyllis McClure and Donnie
and Joan Turner. all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Modena McClure and the late

Kynois McClure, Edmond and
Sue Gamble, Oscar Turner Sr.
and the late Mary Emma Turner and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Peery, all of Murray.
A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Mary Kirkland. Murray.

.••

Betty Shepard Tournament canceled
The annual Oaks Ladies Betty Shepard Golf Tournament at
the Oaks Country Club has been canceled this year due to
construction of the new greens. The tournament will he held
at the same time in August 2006.
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CCHS Class reunion canceled
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Dr. Matthew E. Price
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We're remodeling!!! Which means great
savings for you. All spring and summer
merchandise is 60-75qt off, includinj:
shoes, jewelry. bags. scarves. and were
even having a little bit of a yard sale
inside.
Its way too hot to be outside, so you
might as well come in where it is cool and
reap the great savings.
We will be closed Saturday the 30th.
Sunday. of course, and Monday the 31st.
We reopen Tuesday. please excuse our
mess this week as we're having to mow
things around a bit to get ready for painting.
We're really excited about getting a fresh
new look for our store and hopefully make
your shopping experience more pleasant.
Sometimes we just need to shake things
up and change things around. Often, we
stay in the same patterns, leave our furniture in the same place for years and just
become oblivious to it.
Something as simple as a new pair of earrings that are different from the regular
size and style we normally wear can break
us out of the same routine and patterns.
Wearing something a little livelier than
usual can make you feel sassy and even in
a boring meeting you'll have a bit of
spring in your step. so to speak.
The fashions for the coming season will
definitely liven things up. We're really
excited about all the glitz and glamour.
"Sling tiling- as it is called with all the
sparkles and metallics is so fun.
The peasant and praine skirts paired with
a sequin top along with dangling earrings
and an arm full of bracelets can definitely
make you break away from your normal
sweater and pants uniform.
It's fun to do something different whether
it is with your home and furnishings or in
your wardrobe.
One really great hook on the subject of
Feng Shut the ancient Chinese an of creating balance and harmony in your lifet. is
-Move Your Stuff and Change Y'our Life."
It has some very interesting concepts, all
of us have been able to feel the difference
in our surroundings when something new
is done or something is moved. The'attic
principle applies to our wardmhes.
So help us celebrate the change going on
in our store with our Remodeling Sale 6°75% off. Don't miss it.
Congratulations to Vicky Hokon who
won the fashion watch int Friday.
Quote of the Week'Tay an seise pleasure at once? How often is happiness
destroyed by preparation, foolish preparation'.- lane Austen.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
Don't forget we'll be closed Saturday the
30th thru Monday the 1st of August. The
following weekend will be our annual city wide Sidewalk Sale!
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The 19th Weeruns
t• Children's Consignment Sale
Ladies' clothing also'

DON'T MISS IT!

s
o
4

July
July
July
July

27th (10 a.m.-7
28th (10 a.m.-7
29th (11 a.m.-4
30th (10 a.m.-3

p.m.)
p.m.)
p.m.)
p.m.)

Thousands of items including clothing, baby equipment and
furniture, maternity clothing, toys, and basically
everything for children!
Special: Hundreds of boutique items at a fraction of retail!
And many new books!
Call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Or visit the website at. kwov.kyweeruns.coin
This sale is HUGE! You have got to see it to believe it!
And it is held ONLY in Murray, KY!
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Recent High School
catching?
Graduates!

I

on Hwy. 641 across from Crwain Taylor Chevrolet
Look for the red and white striped building!

,

-Author Unknown

Do you Stand out
to employers?
You could with

ICUS au l ICEC
esttlfftaties

on your resume.

West Kentucky Community &Technical College
has partnered with the West Kentucky Workforce
Investment Board to provide FREE assessment &
certification for Kentucky Manufacturing Skill
Standards(KMSS)and Kentucky Employability
Certificate (1KEC) at the Workplace Skills Center in
Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah.

RINI COMPIIIIII is availabk on a limited basis.
Call Dan Edington at Me534-3337
or the W• ..ince Skills Center

at

frervoIle StOre

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Dr.
Matthew E. Price, resident
physician in obstetrics and
gynecology at the University
of Louisville Affiliated Hospitals, was recently awarded second place during the Resident
Research Day.
The research proposal was
titled "Endometriosis Markers"
and will look at potential ways
accurately
to
diagnose
endometriosis, a disease which
affects millions of reproductive age women each year.
Dr. Price worked with Dr.
Douglas Taylor Ph.D., faculty
advisor on the project.
Winners were recognized at
an awards ceremony at the Seelbach Hilton, Louisville, with
a $150 check and certificate
of achievement.
Price is formerly from Murray.

Photo provided

Cub Scout Pack 37 held its annual Pinewood Derby.
Winners were. from left. Joshua Marvin, first place,
Kris Sato, Hunter Smith and Jason Schoppe.

get.K.ICET
15,

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.
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Bazzell Cemetery plans meeting

$S representative here Thursday

Pinewood Derby
••••••••
••• IP
4
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The Elidge David Carter reunion will be Saturday at the
Mayfield Masonic Lodge on South Ninth Street, Mayfield. A
potluck meal will be served. For information call 435-4426.

Baud! Cemetery meeting will be Saturday at 11 a.m. with
the Rev. Tim Palmer, pastor of Coldwater United Methodist
Church as speaker. Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Willis Sanders,
8224 Ky. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.

BirtfiAnnouncement
Delaney Rae McClure
Mr. and Mrs. Mark McClure
are the parents of a daughter.
Delaney Rae McClure, born on
Monday. July 4. 2005, at 5:22
a.m. at the Jackson Purchase
Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
1 ounce and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Daphne Turner. A sister

Carter family reunion planned

/
Cult Reqiithiub\
ri
gehidaf &Alpha
Jessi Hargrove & Chris Ham
Kimberly Thompson &
Justin Rogers
Andrea Hermann &
Ronnie Seets
Jeanne Maddox &
Matt Bumette
Shauna Nance & Ray Watson
Dava VVinebarger &
Micah Miller
Jason Hill & Miriam Rogers
Krista Doran & William Hatchett

The 30-year reunion of the Calloway County High School
Class of 1975 scheduled for Aug. 20 has been canceled due
to the low response of class members. All monies paid will
be returned. Interested class members can meet Saturday, Aug.
27, at 6:30 p.m. at The Big Apple Cafe, Murray, for a Dutch
treat meal. For further information call Cheryl Raspberry at
436-2936.

Head Start packets available
Calloway County Preschool/Head Start will have registration
packets available for all students who have already been accepted into the program. They will be available today until 3:30
p.m. or Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Also, child care
applications will be available at that time for those interested
in the Little Lakers Harbour Child Care Program (only available for students enrolled in the preschool).
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Glory Bound will be Thursday
For Heaven's Sake, a southern and progressive gospel group
from Murray, and Grandpa's Legacy, a bluegrass/folk gospel
from Western Kentucky, will be the two groups to be featured
at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored
by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-8124.

East school plans special night
"Back to School Night" will be Thursday from 6 to 7:30
p.m. Parents or guardians may return completed student registration packets, receive homeroom assignments and meet the
teacher. Fred Ashby, principal, said if you know of a child
who will be 5 years old before Oct. 1 and is not yet enrolled,
please ask the parent or guardian to contact the school immediately. Parents or guardians of any new students should call
the school at 762-7325.

Basketball Chair Seats available
Chair seats have been installed on the press box side of the
Laker gymnasium of Calloway County High School. They will
be available for purchase after the start of school in August.
Those who wish to purchase a chair seat season pass should
stop by the high school main office to pick up a ft sheet
which explains how the chair seats will be sold and the cost
for chair seat passes.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Thursday at 4 p.m. at the school.

RIES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 4 p.m. in the conference room of
the school.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital ivill
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Walgreen's, Murray and
on
Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
First
United Methodist Church, Murray. For information call
7621348.

Suzanne & Mark Wilkerson
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Williams honored for her 102nd birthday
Mrs. Elsie Williams was honored at a party in celebration
of her 102nd birthday on July
16 at the home of her grand, Cassandra Williams,
e, Tenn. She was born
July 16, 1903, in Calloway
County, Ky.
The former Elsie Boggess
is the widow of Noah Williams,
who died 15 years ago. They
resided in Paducah. Mayfield
and Murray, before Mrs.
Williams moved to Nashville
to be near her family. Their three
sons were the late Nelson,
Thomas and Donald Williams.
Mrs. Williams was the recipient of many gifts and cards
including a large number from
members of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Present for the occasion were
the following:
Her niece, Emma Jean Cooper of Murray and her greatniece and husband, Debbie and
Delbert Curtis of Mayfield: her
granddaughters, Vicki Kenney
and husband, Barry, Cassandra
Williams and Elaine Williams,
all of Nashville; her daughterin-law, Ruth Williams, wife of
Nelson, Fort Washington, Md.;
great-grandchildren, Nate and
Andy Kenney, Quin Clemons
and husband, Wayne, Mike and

=

Photo provided

Photo provtded

Mrs. Elsie Williams, left, is pictured with one of her
nieces, Emma Jean Cooper of Murray, at the party in celebraton of her 102nd birthday on July 16 at the home of
her granddaughter.
Aubrey Gilbert; great-great- ciate cards or letters as she is
grandchildren, Emma Joy still able to read. They may
Clemons, Mikey Gilbert, Ash- be sent to her at Elsie Williams,
ley Brazelton and Mitchell McKendree Village, room 286A
Williams.
North, 4347 Lebanon Rd.,
Mrs. Williams would appre- Nashville, TN 37076.

IISIScholarships
Christopher Phillips of
Murray has been awarded the
James M. Lassiter Honorary
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The James M. Lassiter Scholarship is available to sophomore, junior or senior pre-law
majors who are residents of
one of the Jackson Purchase
Kentucky counties.
Phillips is the son of Susan
Phillips of South Fulton, Tenn.
He is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High School and
is currently majoring in political science at Murray State.
Ashley Wietting of Murray
has been awarded the Alice
Sue Fairless Home Economics
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The Alice Sue Fairless Home
Economics Scholarship is
awarded to sophomore, junior
or senior students that'arrpursuing an area of interior design.
A 2.8 GPA is required.
Wietting is the daughter of
Warren Wietting of Morris. III.
and Cindy Wietting of Cadiz.
She is a 2002 graduate of Trigg
County High School.
Wietting is a member of the
National Kitchen and Bath
Association, the American Society of Interior Designers, and
Interior Architecture Association. She has been named to
the MSU dean's list and has
received an internship at
Designer Studio One in Joliet, Ill.
Devona O'Brien of Murray has been awarded the James
M. Lassiter Scholarship to
attend Murray State University.
The James M. Lassiter Scholarship is available to sophomore, junior or senior pre-law
majors who are residents of
one of the Jackson Purchase
Kentucky counties.
O'Brien is the daughter of
Bobby and Debbie Spears of
Mt. Washington. She is a graduate of Bullitt East High School
and is majoring in pre-law and
English at Murray State.
O'Brien is a member of
Alpha Mu Gamma Honors Society and Sigma Tau Delta Honors Society. She received the
"Outstanding Spanish Student
Award," as well as the Humana
Fund Study Abroad Scholarship and the KIIS Study Abroad
Scholarship to Mexico.

Jack Becker of Murray has
been awarded the Bailey Gore
Lions Club Scholarship to
attend Murray State University.
The Bailey Gore Lions Club
Scholarship is available to Kentucky resident students who are
pursuing a degree in an area
of study from the department
of health, physical education
and recreation. Preference is
extended to recreation majors.
Becker is the son of Deborah Becker of St. Joseph, Mo..
and Alex Becker III of Rohnert Park, Calif. He is a graduate of Mansfield (Ohio) High
School.
While a student at Murray
State, Becker has achieved
recognition on the dean's list
and was named to the National Dean's List for the Spring
2004 semester.
gesfica Hefting:" a - 2005
home school graduate, has been
awarded the Marvin D. Mills
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The Marvin D. Mills Scholarship is available to freshmen
students with a minimum composite ACT score of 21 who
rank in the top 25 percent of
their class; or transfer students
who hold a 2.75 GPA after
completion of 12 semester
hours.
Preference is given to residents of Kentucky and graduates of a Kentucky high school,
as well as to minorities who

are first generation college students.
Students must exhibit academic potential and must have
exhibited strong leadership abilities in high school, church,
job or related organizations.
This scholarship is renewable for up to four years, provided recipients maintain fulltime status and a minimum
2.75 cumulative GPA. Recipients are expected to volunteer
five service hours per week
during the academic year.
Herring is the daughter of
David and Debra Herring of
Almo. She will be majoring
in pre-vet/animal health technology at Murray State.
Kenya Dossett of Murray
has been awarded the Louise
Mandrell-Paducah Downtown
Kiwanis Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
The Louise Mandrell-Paducah Downtown Kiwanis Scholarship is available to upperclassmen majoring in special education or communication disorders.
Dossett is the daughter of
Greg and Donna Matthews of
Cadiz. She is a graduate of Jo
Byrns School in Cedar Hill.
Term., and is pursuing a degree
in special education at Murray State.
She is a member of the Student Council for Exceptional
Children and has achieved status on the MSU dean's list.
•
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WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
•Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
•100°,/. Satisfaction Guarantee
*All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office:(866/ 936-6600
Cell:(270) 293-8086
www shopathomecarpets corn
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Laura Nixon
& Thomas Enzendorfer

Tonya Bain
& Mark Wallace
Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

•

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
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• Cctjtrn cperidis • Corlhos • Crecit Cdidcls

'Apple Favorites • Wm-term& Desserts
Lunch & Dinner Menus Available
Children's Menu & Kid-Friendly Dining
Private Dining Room For Parties & Receptions
Separate Bar Area
Two Non-Smoking Dining Rooms

(- band Evers9 Tkurscla

Night!

Jul9 28 - Clarence Dobbins
August - Bone Pon.9
- CORNER OF 10TH Er ARCADIA • 759-8866
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Miriam Rogers
St Jason Hill
Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan
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Flota receives degree at SIU
Whitney Coleman Flota of
New Concord was awarded the
degree of Juris Doctor at the
recent commencement of South-

ern Illinois University School
of Law.
Rota graduated cum laude
with various other honors.
Prior to attending SIU, Flora
received her bachelor of science degree in political science and legal studies from
Murray State University.
A summa cum laude graduate, she was a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi social soror-

ity and a summer orientation
leader.
Flota was an honor graduate of Calloway County High
School where she was valedictorian in the graduating class
of 1998.
She is currently associated
with Coleman Law Offices in
Murray. She is the daughter .
of Mac and Lynda Coleman •
and married to Ryan Rota.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or corns by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your borne porclias• or 11161131106.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY

Whitney Coleman Flota

Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

FACTORY
CON
NEC
TIO
N
Brands
you love for less.

JeBuany Is

Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!

graduate unable to attend graduation is currently serving in
Iraq while others were unable
to attend for other reasons.
Family, friends and community representatives attended the
ceremony to celebrate the grad-.
uates' achievements.

Get 1

Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones

11

the local office of Community-Based Services, was the
keynote speaker.
John Johnson, achiever of the
highest GED score locally for
the year, and Valerie Leapley
were student speakers.
The center had 30 GED
completions in 2004-200$. One

.
S

Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle

Angela Alcott
& Tim Murphy

Calloway County Adult and
Family Education Center recently held a graduation ceremony for the 2004-2005 Calloway
GED graduates in the auditorium of Wrather Hall at Murray State University. Participating were II graduates.
Carol Lane, supervisor of

coming and going...

Jessie Radke
& Jeff Leddy

•

Local GED ceremony conducted

LOOK GREAT

Trish Spengler
& Eric Evenstade
Erin Grogan
& Justin Lewis

GED graduates pictured at the recent graduation ceremony are from left, front row,
cathee Dong, Polly Underhill, Anita Smith, Valerie Leapley, middle row, Josh Powell,
Chris Doom, Charles Richard Lamb, Elvis Green, back row, Greg Renfroe, John
Johnson and Justin Holmes.
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(270)759-2100
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visit our new web-d:
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •708 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY•762-9933
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A judge on Tuesday assured
members of a special grand jury
examining personnel practices
in the Fletcher administration
there will be no premature end
to their work.
In a highly unusual move,
Franklin County Circuit Judge
William Graham addressed
grand jurors after reading
reports of administration efforts
to short circuit the investigation.
Graham noted news reports
from Monday of a meeting
between James Deckard, general counsel to Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, and Attorney General
Greg Stumbo in which Deckard
suggested the special grand jury
work could be halted.
"You do not answer to the
executive branch," Graham said
Tuesday."You do not answer to
the legislative branch."
Graham said the grand jury
has a duty to "investigate allegations of criminal Merit

violations,"
law
System
Graham said.
"No one can discharge you
by agreement or otherwise,
except by the court," Graham
said.
Prosecutor Scott CrawfordSutherland, who has been running the investigation for the
state attorney general's office,
said Graham's comments will
help them clarify their own
position and his.
"I took it as a pep talk to the
grand jury that they understand
their role, their charge,"
Crawford-Sutherland said.
In open court, Graham had
pointed to Crawford-Sutherland
and said, "He is not your boss.
The prosecutor is here as your
helper."
Crawford -Sutherland said
the judge made clear who was
running the show.
"It'll be they who make that
decision, not the attorney general, not the governor's office,"
Crawford-Sutherland said.
The grand jury saw five
more witnesses during a brief

session on Tuesday, three of
whom declined to identify
themselves. Two others, Eddie
Spraggs and Virginia Bishop,
work for Fletcher's local outreach offices in Gilbertsville
and Madisonville, respectively.
Spraggs and Bishop invoked
their constitutional rights
against self-incrimination during their appearances, according to their attorney, Ben
Fletcher of Hopkinsville. The
attorney is not related to Gov.
Fletcher.
Deckard had made the proposal to Stumbo during a meeting over the July Fourth weekend and insisted Stumbo agreed
to it.
The proposal would have
included Fletcher's appearance
before the special grand jury —
not under oath — before
Stumbo asked the court to end
the work of the panel.
Crawford-Sutherland said
the suggestion demonstrated
that Deckard was unfamiliar
with court rules, which would
prevent an attorney from

accompanying anyone appearing before a grand jury and
would probably prevent an
appearance except under oath.
"That's why the agreement,
the wish list that the governor's
office presented to the attorney
general was completely unacCrawfordceptable,"
Sutherland said.
Tuesday, Deputy
Also
Personnel Cabinet Secretary
Bob Wilson pleaded innocent in
court to a single charge that he
conspired to violate state personnel laws.
Wilson is the last defendant
to be arraigned on the charge.
Two others indicted with him,
Republican Party Chairman
Darrell Brock and Fletcher
administration official Basil
Turbyfill, were arraigned last
week and also pleaded not
guilty.
Franklin County District
Judge Guy Hart did not set a
trial date on Tuesday, but
Wilson will have his next hearing on Sept. 14, along with the

AP Photo

As her attorney Ben Fletcher answers questions in the
background, Virginia Bishop waits at left after appearing
before a special grand jury investigating the hiring practices of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration Tuesday in
Frankfort.
other seven defendants who
face misdemeanor charges of
tampering with the Merit
System.
Attorney Jerry Wright of

declined to discuss
his trial strategies. "It's our
belief that Mr. Wilson has not
committed any crime," Wright
said.
Lexington

Making friends is easy with
AP Photo
Rev. Jesse Jackson, left, joins hands with AFL-CIO president John Sweeney, right, after Jackson's address to the
national labor convention at Chicago's Navy Pier on
Tuesday.

unlimited calls
with mobile to mobile Avarlabl,i
on seiect plans See below.

AFL-CIO leaders
pass resolution to
address split issues
By TARA BURGHART
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — AFLCIO leaders have trained their
attention on two issues that
splintered the labor coalition,
passing a resolution that gives
locals $22.5 million for organizing efforts and mandates a shift
from get-out-the-vote campaigns to year-round politicking,
The resolution, approved by
voice vote at the group's convention Tuesday, also calls for
training 100,000 union stewards
on work sites. The measures are
similar to those demanded by
the Teamsters and the Service
Employees International Union
before they bolted Monday, taking 3.2 million of the AFLCIO's 13 million members with
them.
SecretaryAFL-CIO
Treasurer Richard Trumka
declared that the country's
largest union was making "historic changes," but Teamsters
and SEIU representatives said it
was too little, too late.
The Teamsters and SEIU had
complained that the AFL-CIO
failed to stop a steep drop in
union membership. They wanted more money for organizing,
power to force smaller unions to
merge and other reforms aimed
at adapting to changes in society
and the economy,
Now they say they intend to
form a coalition to reverse
labor's long decline,
The groups already are pan
of the Change to Win Coalition.
Four of the coalition's seven
unions boycotted the AFL-CIO
convention: the Teamsters,
SEIU, United Food and
Workers and
Commercial
UNITE HERE, a group of textile, hotel and restaurant
employees,

Change to Win Coalition
spokesman Eric Hauser said the
AFL-ClOt r‘solution Tuesday
lacked substance, and Teamsters
spokeswoman Leigh Strope said
that "it's not enough and it's too
late."
AFL-CIO President John
Sweeney. whom the dissident
unions had wanted replaced,
was defiant in his opening
remarks at the convention,
which ends Thursday.
"Nobody outside this hall is
going to decide our future.
We're going to take our challenges, we're going to grow
stronger and nobody is going to
change that," said Sweeney, who
is expected to be re-elected.
AFL-CIO delegates also
authorized holding a special
meeting soon to discuss how to
handle the defections, including
the loss of about $18 million a
year the two unions had contributed.
The convention marks the
50th anniversary of the merger
of the AFL and the CIO at a difficult time for organized labor.
When the AFL-CIO formed,
union membership was at its
height. with one in three privatesector workers belonging to a
labor group. Today, fewer than 8
percent of private-sector workers are unionized, and the cloud
of the defections hung over the
convention.
Several speakers have made
passing reference to the dispute.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson on
Tuesday issued a call for reconciliation.
"We must do a difficult thing
and agree to disagree and still
negotiate operational unity within our own family," he said. "...
Let us fight about the best way
to organize and unite around a
common external agenda."

Pataki expected to skip re-election
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Republican Gov. George Pataki, who is
weighing a possible 2008 bid for the White House, has told a group of
supporters that he won't seek a fourth term next year. according to
close associates of the governor.
Pataki told more than two dozen current and former aides and
advisers about his decision at a dinner Tuesday night, according to the
associates. who spoke on condition of anonymity because the governor had not yet made a formal announcement.
Pataki has scheduled a noon news conference at the state Capitol
to make a "major announcement," according to the schedule issued
early Wednesday morning by the governor's office.
Pataki has been under pressure from some fellow Republicans and
others to make a decision about his re-election intentions soon.
Independent polls have shown Pataki trailing state Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer in a possible 2006 gubernatorial matchup.
Democrat Spitzer announced late last year he would run for governor.
Pataki, 60, brought down Democratic icon Mario Cuomo in 1994
and helped pull New York through the horror of the Sept. 11.2001,
terrorist attacks.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00173

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00008

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00084

HERITAGE BANK,PLAINTIFF,

CENTEX HOME EQUITY COMPANY,LLC
f/k/a CENTEX HOME EQUITY COMPANY I, LLC,
PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
CHARLES JOHNSON, and wife,
EDWINA JOHNSON,and
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY DEFENDANTS.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
GARY COTTERMAN,
JANICE COTTERMAN,et al. DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 14, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Monday,August 15, 2005, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows:
A 17.399 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity
Engineering, Inc., of Murray, Kentucky on December 15, 1994,
located approximately 8.5 miles northeast of the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, on Hale Road and being more particularly described in a plat of record in Plat Book 18, Page 3,
Slide 1615, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar (set) on the north right-of-way of Hale
Road (60 R/W) approximately 1.9 miles east of the intersection
of Highway 94, said pin being the southeast corner of the Sue
Chaney property - Tract 2 and the southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 01 degrees 51 minutes 49 seconds East for a distance of 1649.55 feet with the newly created east line of sue
Chaney - Tract 2 to a #4 rebar(set)on the south line of the Leroy
Todd and Robert Swift property (D.B. 177, Pg. 904), said rebar
being the northeast corner of Sue Chaney - Tract 2 and the
northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 84 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds East for a distance of 470.08 feet with the south line of Todd & Swift to a #4
rebar (set), said rebar being the northwest corner of Sue Chaney
- Tract 4 and the northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land;
thence, South 01 degrees 51 minutes 49 seconds West for a distance of 1593.26 feet with the newly created west line of Sue
Chaney - Tract 4 to a #4 Rebar(set)on the north right-of-way of
of
Hale Road (60' R/W), said rebar being the southwest corner
herein
the
of
corner
t
southeas
the
Sue Chaney - Tract 4 and
described tract of land;
thence, with the north right-of-way of Hale Road for the following calls:
thence North 87 degrees 48 minutes 04 seconds West for a distance of 24.86 feet to a point;
thence North 87 degrees 48 minutes 04 seconds West for a distance of 141.36 feet to a point;
thence South 86 degrees 00 minutes 35 seconds West for a distance of 54.60 feet to a point;
thence, South 79 degrees 32 minutes 07 seconds West for a distance of 20.00 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Janice Cotterman and
Gary Cotterman, wife and husband, by deed dated February 6,
1995, and recorded on February 10, 1995, in Deed Book 211,
Page 331 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchasd
er shall be required to deposit with the commissioner one-thir
of the purchase price in cash together with bonds (for the
remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments
with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall
be ascertained and paid.
This 11th day of July, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
MADISON COUNTY
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010

010

010

WELLS FARGO BANK MINNESOTA,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,AS TRUSTEE
UNDER THE POOLING AND SERVICING AGREEMENT
DATED AS OF FEBRUARY 28,2001, SERIES 2001-A,
PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 24, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Monday, August 15, 2005, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows:

JOHNNY SCOTT,
KIM SCOTT, DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 14, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, August 1, 2005, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described properlocated in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
ty
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of
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Come see our classified ads online!
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and click on the classified link.

Invitation To Bid

Soccer Field Fencing
The Calloway County Board of
Education is accepting sealed bids for
Soccer Field Fencing. Bids will be
accepted until 2:00 p.m., August 8. 2005
Specifications are on file at the Board
Office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a new career Most
dental assistants have
evenings. weekends &
holidays of? For information visit our website
www.BohteDental.corn
or call our office (270)
Limited
442-0256
enrollment' Call Now
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The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is seeking
a full time program director to develop programs in the Park
and to enhance partnerships with community, public, and private agencies.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00097

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00115

U.S. BANK, NA, PLAINTIFF,

MCKENZIE BANKING COMPANY,
A Banking Corporation, PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
STEPHEN G. COLES,ASHLEY N. COLES,
and AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCIAL
SERVICES, INC., DEFENDANTS.

STEPHEN R. STAMPS,
Unknown Spouse of Stephen R. Stamps, if any,
TAMMIE S. PUGH,
Unknown Spouse of Tammie S. Pugh, if any,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by
the Calloway Circuit Court on June 24, 2005, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Monday, August 15, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows:
eginning at a?" diameter rebar found in the west line of Seth
Drive, located 946.20' north of Lassiter Road, the northeast cor-

ner of the Kenneth Mohler property (Deed Book 177, Card

12061 ) and the southeast corner of Lot No. 1 described herein;
thence, with Mohler's north line south 87 deg. 04' 24" west
170.00 to a ?" diameter rebar found, the southeast corner of Lot
o. 2; thence, with the east line of Lot No. 2 north 04 deg. 52'
8" west 147.00' to a ?" diameter rebar found in the south line
of Wanda Lane; thence, 25' from and parallel to the centerline
bf Wanda Line north 87 deg. 04' 24" east 170.00' to a ?" diameter rebar found in the west line of Seth Drive; thence, 25' from
and parallel to the centerline of Seth Drive south 04 deg. 52' 28"
east 147.00' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.5734 acres.
Being the same property conveyed to Stephen R. Stamps and
Tammie S. Pugh from Glen Starks, et ux., dated the 24th day of
March, 2003, and of record in Book 478. Page 630, in the office
of the Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser
shall be requireeto deposit with the commissioner ten percent
N10% of the purchase price in cash together with bonds (for the
remainder of the purchase price) with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the
date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid.
This 6th day of July, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,

By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Circuit Court on June 14, 2005, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Monday, August 1, 2005, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 53 White Eagle Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and
more particularly described as follows:
Being Lot 6 of the Strawberry Fields Subdivision as recorded in
the Plat of said Subdivision dated May 7, 1997, of record in
Plat Book 22, Page 74, Slide 2087, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
Subject to those restrictions as set forth on the plat of said subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 22, Page 74, Slide 2087, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Stephen G.
Coles, and wife, Ashley N. Futrell Coles, by virtue of a deed
from Dennis Davis and wife, Christine Davis, dated August 25,
2003, and recorded in Book 509, Page 238, in the Clerk's Office
of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash together with bonds
(for the remainder of the purchase price) with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid.
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Hstp Wanted

directly to the Operations Manager and has HUT responsibility
for the Air Relief Centrifugal Compressor Business.
The successful candidate must be an energetic, detail-oriented
peiwori with excellent computer skills and a working knowledge of
MS networking, software. and operating systems. Communication
skill, along with ability to maintain confidentiality' are critical. A
4-year degree is preferred and HR experience is required.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

We offer competitive wages and an excelknt benefits package.
Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:

RICHARD A. ALEXANDER, and wife,
KATHY ALEXANDER, and
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, DEFENDANTS.

Operations Manager
Air Relief, Inc.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on April 26, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Monday, August 1, 2005, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows:
)3eginning at a point in the centerline of Hwy. 464 where the SE
'corner of the Eva Alexander property joins the SW corner of the
Willie Short property; thence, in a westerly direction with the
!centerline of Hwy. 464, a distance of 135 feet to the place of
beginning; thence, in a Northerly direction 135 feet to a point;
thence in a westerly direction and parallel to Hwy. 464, 135 feet
to a point; thence in a Southerly direction 135 feet to a point in
the centerline of Hwy. 464; thence, in an easterly direction and
along the centerline of Hwy. 464, 135 feet to the place of beginning.
The property is subject to existing road and utility rights of
way.
Richard A. Alexander and wife, Helen Alexander obtained title
to the above-described property by virtue of a deed from Eva
Alexander, a widow, dated August 5, 1977, and recorded in Book
157, Card 1899, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
Helen Cokley (a/k/a Helen Alexander) is now deceased and by
virtue of the survivorship clause contained in such deed, full
title vested thereupon in Richard A. Alexander..
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with the commissioner fifteen perpent of the purchase price in cash together with bonds (for the
!remainder of the purchase price) with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the
date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty(30)
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid.

P.O. Box 311
Mayfield, KY 42066
No calls please. Equal Opportune, Employer WEIDA'

Murray State University
Temporary Part-Time Position
Clinical Supervisor in
Speech-Language Pathology
Temporary part-time position, 20 hours a
week, at MSU Speech and Hearing Clinic:
Position requires ASHA CCC in SLP and
KY state licensure in SLP. Applicants
should have a minimum of 4 years experience and strong written and oral communication skills. Previous preschool experience in a collaborative and interdisciplinary
setting is desired. Prior experience in
supervising graduate students is desirable,
but not required. The primary responsibilities include supervision of graduate students in assessment and treatment of a
variety of speech and language disorders.
Good people skills are essential. Position
begins August 22. Submit letter of application, resume, transcripts, and the names
and contact information for three
references to:
Pearl A. Payne, Program Director
Division of Communication Disorders
Murray State University
125 Alexander Hall Murray, KY 42071
Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
opportunity, WF/D, AA employer.

This 6th day of July, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Resumes must be received by August 1, 2005 at 4:00 p.m.
Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Attn: Brad Steele, Park Director
900 Payne St.
Murray, KY 42071
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin, or disability.

Lost and Found
FOUND: Small breed
young dog on Liberty
Rd Thurs 7-21.
436-5615.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,

Call 753-1916
Wanted
PURYEAR NURSING
HOME NEEDS weekend
R.N. Flexible
hours. 731-247-3205

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
$9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please.

CDL driver needed for
dump truck 759-0501
or 753-1537
CLOTHING company
accepting applications
for Seamstresses that
can: Sew, Surge.
Applique, and Finish.
Any crafting experience would be a plus.
Hours 8:00 to 4:30
Monday-Friday, salary
DOE. Apply in person
8-12 Monday-Friday
308 Main St., Murray,
KY 42071. 270-7533753
REGISTERED DIETICIAN
for
monthly
review in 25 bed nursing
home
in
Tennessee. 731-2473205, ask for Anita.
NOW taking applications at Breaktime
Billiards for weekends
and nights. Apply in
person.

earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

DRIVERS
QC/KY, A KY BASED
BULK CARRIER HAS
NEW BUSINESS.
NEED DRIVERS AND
OWNER OPERATORS
W/ HAZMAT IN
OWENSBORO,
CALVERT CITY, AND
LOUISVILLE. MUST
HAVE 2 VHS 0TH,
GOOD RECORD. WE
OFFER FULL BENEFITS, 401k, SIGN-ON
BONUS.(800)328-

2657
EXPERIENCED commercial electrician for
local work. 752-0778,
ask for Chris.
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives
Needed. At least one
year
college required. 18
paid days off/year,
health, and life insurance. Email
resumes
to
candice@ powerclaim.c
om or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St, Murray. KY 42071.
FULL-TIME Software
Developer Needed. At
least 2-year degree
required, and
minimum one year
experience preferred.
V86,
.NET,
and
MSSQL expenence
needed. Great benefits
package.
Email
resumes
to
candice@ powerclaim .c
OM Of

mail
to
Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St. Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED: Asplundh
Tree Experts looking
for CDL drivers, bucket
operators, and experienced trimmers. Call
David Chapman, cell#
859-314-5088 or 859983-6040

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

Moles

Sandra's School of Dance
announces registration

Put your home
videos on DVD.
Your tapes stay
safe! $24.95
OAKWOOD STUDIO
,
753-7050

Ages 3 & Up
Classes offered in Tap, Ballet, lazz,
Pointe, and Gymnastic

For further information please
contact Sandra Stone at
`k (270)753-5010 or (270)293-3590

,411*- el*
*- .!-• 410- 11.-.81

kook PEPSI MIDAMERICA
Jimmy Haymes
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.4pp/v in person
\ 1505 Stadium View Drive /
EOE

AmeriCorp National Service Member
Housing Counselor Position Available in
Purchase area. AmeriCorp is a network
of national service organizations that
empower individuals to give back to
their communities. We are seeking applicants who are interested in serving lowincome and homeless families and who
are willing to make a commitment to
service. The successful applicant will
serve as a Housing Counselor assisting
families and individuals in their transition to permanent and affordable housing. In exchange for the year of service,
the successful applicant will receive a
living allowance of $10,600, medical benefits, child care (if eligible) and earn an
education award of $4,725 that can be
used for future education or to repay
qualified student loans. Other incentives
may be available based on applicant's
qualifications and experience.
Apply online at https://recruit.ens.gov
for more information call:
Jacob Mercier, 1-800-335-1797 or Ashley
Small, Assistant Director, Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center, 270-4436001
or by email at
waidvc@bellsouth.net

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Extension Agent 4-H

The University of Kentucky is accepting applications
for the position of Extension Agent for Family
Consumer Science in Calloway County. BS degree
required.
To apply foe AG509204 a UK Online Application
must be submitted to www.uky.iodu/ukiobs
The qualifications and position description may also
be viewed on our website. Application deadline is
August 7,2005. For assistance call 859-257-1727.

UK
UNIVERSITY OP KENTUCXY

fl Unnwpfy of KonOuclry a,.,
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If you would like to represent the Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Company In the delivery of Pepsi
products, the Pepsi-Cola sales department is
what you are looking for.
Position entails transporting route trailers to and
from the Paducah Kentucky Distribution Center.
The position requires a crass A CDL with doubles
endorsement. Qualified applicants must be Interested In working the night shift.

APPLY IN PERSON TODAY!

Prefer experience but will train, pleasant
atmosphere. good working conditions.

Fern Terrace of Murray, LLC

Help Waled

At Pepsi MidArnerIca we offer competitive wages,
401K, Defined Pension Plan,
Health Insurance, Paid Vacation,
and opportunity for advancement!

alivavut
Full Time,6A-2P

Personals

Help Wanted

Relay Drivers

025

Monday, August 1, 2005
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Corner of 9th and Fairlane

We are looking for 4 sales people
with or without experience and 1
tech that must have own tools.
We offer great benefits. Excellent
working environment. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAYFIELD, PLAINTIFF,

Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation offers a
competitive compensation and benefit package includes health
insurance, life insurance, retirement, paid vacation, personal
and holidays, and sick days.

060

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

HR/IT Coordinator
Gardner Denser, Inc: an 5800M worldwide manufacturer of air
compressors, pumps, and blowers has an immediate opening for a
Human Resource Specialist in Mayfield, KY. This position reports

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00249

Requirements:
1) Bachelors Degree in recreation, physical education, or
closely related field. Additional qualifying work experience
may be substituted on year-for-year basis for the
required college.
2) Have the ability to create a sound fiscal program that
includes budgeting and capital projects.
3)Strong communication skills which include: interpersonal,
public speaking, and writing.
4) Excellent computer and graphic layout skills.
5) Must be willing to work evenings, weekends, and holidays

This 6th day of July, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,

IIMime

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Essential duties and responsibilities are as follows:
1) Plans, coordinates, directs, and evaluates recreational
services in county-wide programs and specialty areas
including senior citizens, youth, special events, and
natural resources/environmental education.
2) Requires the ability to identify community needs,
coordinates and develops appropriate programs.
3) Recruit/Supervise part-time and volunteer recreational
staff.
4)Plan broadcast coverage for events.
5)Prepare and distributes fact sheets, fliers, brochures, and
media releases.
6) Develops and maintains MCCPR website.

1972

2005

ATTN: HA manager
Pepsi Mid America
552 Bethel
Paducah, KY 42003

Online applisallon: www.pepsinadainerica.com
Pepsi MitiAnsiiicie is an Equal Opportunity Employer)
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GROUNDSKEEPER &
TRUCK DRIVER a
Murray
State
University. Two fulltime positions, benefits High school graduate, one year expenence operating tractors,
construction
equipment,
trucks.
Valid driver's license
must obtain CDL,
B).
C lass
Preemployment drug
screening
Salary
$7.19 hourty. Apply at.
Department
of
Employment Services,
1210 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
WF/D,
EEO,
employer.

SMALL
Puryea
Nursing Home looking
for
responsible,
dependable Certified
Nurse Assistant for resident care Call Carolyn
1 - 731-247-3205.
Tue/Wed/Thurs 8AM2PM

HAIR stylist needed.
High traffic salon with
walk-ins.(270)2933545

Bull Pen

Steaks 8e Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
kitchen help.
Apply in person
Between 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.
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established
LOCAL
business seeking fulltime receptionisVcustomer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071.
Flatbed Drivers:
New Dedicated Runs
$40 ALL MILES.
Health Ins.
S I 8/wk, Home
Weekends
ZERO DOWN Lease
Purchase Available!

MERCURY
800-506-9721
Limited Positions Available
PIZZA Pro now accepting applications. Must
have clean driving
record for 3 years.
Must work weekends.
PRN position for LPN,
Medical
Certified
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Covering
for vacations and illnesses. Ability to work
on short notice a plus.
be
apply
Please
resume only including
references to: Richard
H. Crouch, M.D. 300
South 8th Street 301E,
Murray, KY 42071
PROGRAMMER.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
PROGRAMMER.
a
Candidate must have 5
years of direct experience in the development of software with
the ability to troubleshoot complex problems beyond specific
areas of expertise.
Proficiency in Visual
Basic, ASP, VbScript,
NET, SQL, Access
required. Knowledge of
Intel
Assembler.
imbedded and various
C flavors preferred.
The successful candidate will work with the
Engineering Dept. and
Systems department to
integrate hardware and
software and implement business initiatives. Candidate will
:also provide network
trouand
• support
bleshooting.
'S 'PORTABLE
offers
Scoreboards
benefits
competitive
and wages commensurate with experience.
To apply, send resume

BABYSITTER needed
in my home 3PM-1AM.
References required
753-9580, leave message
BABYSITTER needed,
3 days/week Starting
in August. 753-6232
CLEANING houses is
my business. Cali
Linda H. 759-9553.
Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years expenence.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
a
NEED
good
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016
SITTER with nursing
experience will work for
elderly. 435-4594.
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc Walls, floors, winetc
dows.
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

QUICK
Serve
Restaurant for sale in
Henry Co. Ranked #1
by Fortune 500 over
10yrs Complete buy
out less than $140K.
Details for serious
only
inquiries
(270)759-2416

rum-

computer,
DELL
Windows XP, Windows
Office. 20 gig hd,
Compaq
$150.00.
system.
complete
ME,
Windows
Office.
Windows
$125.00. Mayfield 3452911.
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal.
759.3556

1

11111
34nt to Ikry

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Midas
For Sala
sale'
for
BRICK
approximately 3,500
solid and 6.000 face
bnck. 753-2205
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
desk,
COMPUTER
$30 Baby items 7539580

digit&
O'SULLIVAN
dock corner computer
desk and hutch (pine).
2 years old, great condition! $125. Cali 7679405
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners,
XM & Sinus satellite
radios. High quality at
low pnces Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St. or call 759-0901
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

DIRT DADIN'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel 8 WNW rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193
WANT to buy old gocarts and parts Ken
753-7050

Wednesday, July 27, 2005•3B

Mobile Home Parts El Supplies
LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area
270-527-8808

CIIECk OUT TUE
CLASSIFIED ciuwc
S1/414ER SAV I MS!

n

ote For Real

1 BR duplex furnished
near lake 5.250 month.
Deposit & utilities, no
pets. 436-6081
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo_
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606

Parts Drept. Mints: \11-1 •

WHITE satin wedding
capped
dress
w/
sleeves, size 16, $200.
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM.
11111
*Iwo
Large
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
160
Norm Furnishings

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
Cambridge
2BR Apt
area. 293-6968.
2BR. 2 bath, W&D.
included.
water
$550/mo. 753-2225
2BR,furnished & unfurapartments.
nished
1604 & 1606 Miller
Ave.
753-0932,
(270)519-2699
DUPLEX. 2BR. C/H/A,
w/d hook-up. Lease.
No pets. $390 plus
1802-1/2-A
deposit.
Monroe Ave. 753-8002
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large, 2 bedroom,
deck, outside storage,
all appliances including
washer/dryer
(270)759$495/mo
5885 or (270)293-7085

3PC bedroom suite.
Rlack Cherry finish,
%old trim. 270-7670848
180
Law &Oman

2BR condominiums.
Story Avenue. All
appliances.
$ 450 /month.
(270)767-9948, apply
at 2104 Country Rd.,
Southwest Villa

STATESMAN Mowe
42in
16 SHP.
Hydrostatic, $450.
Craftsman 16.5HP. 62
hours, $250 for parts
270-492-8614
200
Spoils E444slont

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
apartFURNISHED
ment. Bedroom with
keyed lock and private
bath: share LA, Kit,
laundry. $199 mo
Includes utilities. cable,
intemet. 270-836-8410

$600
BOWFLEX,
OBO Call after 5, 7536384

1992 Franklin 28x64
38R. 2 bath, $29,500
OBO 437-4722, must
be moved.
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLEW1DE: on 2
acres near Paris!! Call
today!! 731-584-9429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLE WIDE:
Fireplace, Huge Master
Bed & Bath!! Low payments! Land available!
731-584-9429

LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOME - Land
available!
packages
731-584-9429
NICE, clean sound
older mobile home.
Must be moved! 12x56.
1.5BA, 2BR. This is a
great livable home, or a
great cabin to have on
the lake, or it could be
DIRECTV
used as an office.
Satellite system. up to $4,000. For informa4 rooms. Total Choice tion, call 270-345w/local channels only
2713, 270-832-6967
$29.99 for 3 months or
REDUCED: MOBILE
Call Beasley Antenna &
home and lot, $13,500.
Satellite. 759-0901 or
753-6012
887-455-0901
SINGLE AND DOUEXERCISE machine, BLEWIDES - Bring
weights.
includes
your deed - That's all
Price: $65 OBO.
you need- New Used
Sanyo Stereo. 2 speak- and Repo's - Call today
jobs@scoreboard 1 .co ers, 3 disk CD/2 casat 731-642-6447.
$30
sette/AM/FM,
S'portable
m.
TAKE YOUR PICK OBO. Contact: Ryan or
Scoreboards is an
Need 5 Bedrooms and
761-2657
Alexa
Opportunity
Equal
3 Baths or how about 4
&
HBO
FREE
Employer.
2
and
Bedrooms
Showtime.
Baths? Both pnced in
advisors
SAFETY
4
to
up
system
Satellite
the $50's Call 731$2500 month, manager rooms, free DVR or HD
6424438 today!!
trainee's $3000 month
upgrade. Get the top
Company will train. Call 60 channels including
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1flE?Itossis For Rent
local networks for
800-578-8799
$19.99 per mo. plus get
2BR, S255. 753-6012
channels of HBO &
SALES Management 8
of 2BR.
channels
10
$300
2BA
Must
Opportunities.
Showtime free for 3 (270)527-8808
have excellent people
months. For more info.
NICE 2BR. No pets
skills, good work ethic
call Beasley Antenna &
753-9866
and be willing to train
or
759-0901
Satellite
people For considera877-455-0901
tion, either call Michael
Nance 270-782-9137 RESTAURANT equipment for sale. Serious
or send resume to:
LOTS for rent 753
only
660-8 North 12th St., inquiries
9866
(270)705-8611
Murray, KY 42071.

and Times, and in The Shopping Guide.
Deadline is Friday at 11 AM. No refunds for

Available
'Ec"48€AcH
ic
,,
uftsro

1BR, 1 bath studio.
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month.
753-7559

Attention: Medicare,
Medicaid & Private
Insurance Recipients.
Now Available for those
who have mobility
restrictions that qualify.
Free information
packet!
1-800-225-4336

The Summer Services Directory will run on
Wednesdays and Fridays in the Murray Ledger

'All Size Units

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.

1BR, some utilities
paid. No pets. 7679037

I 341 pu

MINI-STORA

1,2, & 313P
able. Plea
8221

Electric Wheelchairs

From now until the end of August
31st, get a spot on our Summer
Services Directory!
1 spot (25 words maximum, up to 15
words with graphic) is $45 per week
or $200 for 1 month.

527-3108 • 1-800-455-3001

'Now Have
j Climate Control

early cancellation.

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT 753-1916

753-3853
Yird Sale

Houma For Rent
1BR newly decorated
$350 plus deposit. No
pets. 753-8582
2BR, 1.5BA, All appliances furnished. Newly
redecorated, no pets.
References required.
753-7313 or 753-0692.
3BR, 1305 Vine. 4BR,
107 S. 14th. 753-0932.
(270)519-2699
3BR, 1BA, $385 per
month plus deposit.
978-0742
DUPLEX in town, 2BR,
1 bath S400/mo. 2BR,
2 bath $500/mo Both
C/H/A and full basement with lots of storage 767-0433, 2935090
IN town 38R, $395
month and deposit. No
pets. 753-5109

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE duplex. 2BR,
1.5BA w/ washer &
dryer, storage. $500.
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
ONE bedroom apartcharming
in
ment
Victorian country setting. Newly remodeled.
Large deck & great
Washer/dryer,
view.
refrigerator. stove. Very
quiet. Only $395 per
month with all utilities
paid including trash
pick-up. 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Deposit and references required. 270492-8211
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR, 1
Bath, central H/A, all
appliances with W/D
Great location. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2905.
WALK to school. 2BR
duplex behind KFC.
St
208 N. 13th
Washer/dryer, all applinew
ances,
carpet/vinyl. Excellent
condition $450. No
pets. 759-9708, 2930045. 759-9505

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 'Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
mercial Pros).
For Sale
1 duplex for sale in
Northwood, 5.89.000
293-1446

OBAR

HUGE YARD SALE
175 WEST DR.
LOCATED OFF
94E, BEHIND
• EAST Y GROCERY
THURS 7/28 FRI
7/29 SAT 7/30
6-1
Fumiture, toys,
brand new electronics. Something for
everyone.
All must go.

0
A

Directions: From Murray, KY at MSU Football Stadium take Hwy.
121 North toward Mayfield. Turn right onto Airport Rd.,(Hwy.
783) Proceed one mile North to Auction location.(Penny)

A

CHURCH
YARD SALE
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES, 641
SOUTH ACROSS
FROM MURRAY
TOYOTA
THURS JULY 28
FRIDAY JULY 29TH
8AM-4PM
Variety of items
some furniture.
Troybilt chipper vac
etc

SHIH-TZU SAW paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
limes
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone _Calls

Furniture/Appliances: King size bedding; coffee tables;
matching sofa and armchair; 2 desks; coffee makers;
microwave oven; tv stand; microwave cart; Zenith console
record player and radio; natural gas cook stove & range; table
lamp; Kitchenware knives; bar stool; 110v window air conditioner; one drawer filing cabinet
Household Items: Boxes of dishes (Visionware) and household goods; old Kirby vacuum; 2 trailer loads of misc. household items still in boxes
Commercial Items: Bench style seating for restaurant
Tools 8s Equipment 2 ton truck tire and rim; factory made
truck racks; 36" concrete trowel machine (8 hp gas); 2 work
tables; 48" metal door frame; fireplace cover set; gas free standing heating stove(new); 5 gallon water can (military Jerry Can)

•

0

Public Sale
ESTATE Sale:
1977 Sea Raye 14ft.
boat, includes 00-20
Johnson motor, trolling
motor, fish locator, 4
metal gas tanks, and a
6 horsepower Evirtrude
motor. $1,200 OBO.
1980 Chevy 350 small
block 1/2 ton 4 wheel
drive. Motor, Frame,
and 4 wheel drive are
good. Body in bad
shape. $800 0130.
1987 Ford F150 351
V8 Automatic, no o/d.
little body rust, runs
good, new tires. $1,800
090.
Chevy
1989
Conversion Van 350
V8, rear air, runs good,
$2,600 OBO.
1979 Chevy Pickup.
lots new parts, new
tires, runs good, transmission leak. $1.000
080.
Everything must go!
Please call Susan at
630-553-9819. 630885-3274

r

Lob For Sib
ilini

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Location: Penny Mini Storage (Intersection of Poor Farm Rd
and Airport Rd.)
Date & Time: THURSDAY,JULY 28, 2005 • 4 PM.

2 car shop for rent.
Water & electric furnished. (270)293-9090
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 700,
Mimi Blab
1,000, 1.200 sq.ft. [
in
Available
TWO story brick apart
Phone
September.
ment building with 5
753-1252, 753-0606
two-BR units. Excellent
COMMERCIAL or retail
-producer.
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft. income
restrooms, $125,000. 270-753C/G/H,
4109, 270-227-1545
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 759buy:
to
WANTED
3772 752-0201 (after
Waterfront lot on westhours.) Ask for Nelson
em side of KY Lake.
Shroat
(618)382-8101. email:
dagar727 aol.com
OFFICE space for rent
304 N. 4th Street.
Lower floor of Lamkin
Law Office. 753-1737
for details.
CABIN and lot, needs
OFFICE space, Village
TLC, has water, electnc
Center, 1406 North
on nice lot. 1/2 mile
12th St. 1,200 sq. from
ramp,
boat
ft.753-7559
815,000 Call 753-6870
PROFESSIONAL
Barkley
KY-LAKE
office space for lease.
dockable waterfront,
Space available from
2.95 acres. $129,900,
200-6,400 sq. ft. Call
new to market, won't
293-5657. 293-3181
owner
Call
ast!
(270)924-4328
380
Pets & Supplies

Olive Branch Auction & Realty
309 Heritage Ln.
New Concord, Kentucky
Mike Conley - Broker & Auctioneer

2 lots with restrictions
1_5 acres & 1 acre. 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312
LAKE access: 2 lots in
Hills
Cedarling
Subdivision, approx.
1/2 acre each. $17,900
each. (937)885-4411
293-7506
easy
PERMANENT
access to lake, 4 wooded half acre lots
(818.000-$22,000) or
lots
acre
1
(2)
($33,000-$37,000).
Located next to 2 large
homes
expensive
Water and electric
(270)227available
0406

Terms: Cash Day of Sale
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over
all pnnted matenal
For Consignment Information Please Call
270-293-3232 or 270-436-6227

ACMISP

3-DAY ESTATE AUCTION
OF GOOD ANTIQUES
& COLLECTIBLES

52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts. $49,590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details. MLS#
26018

Location: 128 Wheatley Drive in Newbern.
Tennessee. From Newbern take Hwy. W77 toward
Dyersburg, turn left onto 6411e Road at 4-Way Stop,
then turn right onto William Street, then turn left
onto Wheatley Dri%e & proceed to sale site.

Homes For Sale

ONLY A VERY PARTIAL LISTING OF THE
NORMAN FRAZIER ESTATE

102 Lynnwood Dr. off
Outstanding
121S.
38R, 2BA bnck ranch
on nice corner lot in
great neighborhood.
This home is completely new inside. It also
has a new 24x30
garage.
detached
Bonus room upstairs.
This is a must see
$136,900.
home.
(270)753-8195
2 bedroom A-frame
house on 497 off 94E.
By Kentucky lake,
$15,000. Joe (270)
853-4517
vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind. Great
investment. $69.500.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
4 bedroom/2BA house
on 2.8 acres. 3,300
sq.ft including garage
Bam and outbuildings
Inground pool Call
after 5:00 753-9918
408 Chantilly Dr. 2BR,
2 full baths. Built in '97.
Fenced in tckyard, 1
car attached garage.
Remodeled from '02'05. Like new, move-in
Asking
condition.
(270)293$69,900.
4091
ENJOY life in the country just 5 minutes from
the heart of Murray in
this adorable home
with completely remodeled interior Enjoy the
large yard and nice
front porch in this
pleasant neighborhood
on a closed-end street
2 be, 3 br with office or
playroom or 4 br. Brand
new HVAC, brand new
carpet. paint, cabinets ready to move in. 67
Countryside Or, off
121S. $89.000. 270853-6184 or 534-0143 .

Friday, July 29 & Saturday, July 30, 2005
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Afternoon, July 31, 2005
1:30 p.m.

Approx. 100 pieces of good antique furniture —
Victorian style furniture — over 400 pieces of old
Depression glass in many colors & patterns — over
100 pieces of old Carnival glass in many patterns—
lots of other antique & collectible items.
Approx. I2x65. 3 bedroom. 2 bath mobile home to
be moved from lot. 1993 MUSTANG.2-door hatchback with almost new motor & new tires; 1991
BUICK LESABRE LIMITED & 1978 MERCURY
GRAND MARQUIS. MOBILE HOME & CARS
WILL SELL ON FRIDAY. JULY 29 AT 11:00 A.M.
Selling on Saturday. July 30 at 10:00 a.m. will he
approx. 2,600 sq. ft. brick veneer. 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house on good lot.
Visit our web site at www.reedauction.com

Reed

‘uction t'ompam

39 Mimic 731-352-39.:Licen.t. No. 159
.1amrs I. Revd 'tint'
• %Inhale Broker %% Rh The Home ()l'lice
3$201
Real 1.1..tale. Nit-ken/ie.

1991 Honda ST1100
black beauty. excellen
condition. low miles.
well serviced. $3,995
436-5610

2004 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer, loaded
$27.000
warranty,
293-7493
'02 Nissan Xterra XE 4
cyl. 5 spd. Cloud white,
less than 30,000 miles.
condition.
Perfect
$13,700. Call 759-4712
1998 • Ford Explorer
Ed
Bauer
Eddie
loaded,
Leather,
85,xxx $9,300 7670134 leave a message

111:‘I Atilt,.
not

NEW 3,500 sq.ft. home
overlooking Creekson
Bluff near Murray
available
Acreage
270-767-0958

Braikk)//
,7adillac • P

NEWLY remodeled 3
BR with garage, price
reduced Call Ruth Ann
753-9898 or 293-7961

.
,
2001 Nissan Sentr,
58,000 miles. great
$7.000
condition.
(859)361-0189

2001 Mitsubishi Galant
silver LS V6 with anti
theft system, air bags,
loaded $8.000 OBO
or
(270)376-2413
(270)705-2571
Mustang
1998
Convertible V6, 76.000
miles. green with camel
colored top. excellent
$8,500
condition.
(270)293-1222
1997 Ford Escort,
$1,800. 753-5983
1966 Chevy Corvair, 4
door no-post hardtop,
Automatic All original
stock including radio
Good restoration vehicle. $1000060 2275508

2003 Ford Windstar,
oaded. 68.500 road
miles. brand new tires,
recently serviced. loan
value $10,500. Rated
once $13,800. Ailing
$9,500 Call 293-7354
or 767-9140

SW,

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916

tallsnle••••
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••••
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CLASSIFIEDS

48• Wednesday, July 27, 2005

STILL AVAILABLE...
1X1 CONSISTENCY AD.
ONLY $75.00 PER
MONTH. CALL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FOR DETAILS

(270) 753-1916.
David's Cleaning
Services

AL PLUMBING INC

"We Specialize in Cleaning *Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick .All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dri‘cv.a.

1-866-600-7707

Horoscopes
by mamasow
HAPPY
for
BIRTHDAY
Thursday, July 28, 2005:
You will learn to deal with others no matter how difficult they
are. That quality becomes a lifelong gift. You don't have to give
away your power, either! The
unexpected punctuates your
partnerships and important interactions. Often, you will have
strong feelings that you choose
to keep to yourself. You might
not understand others or see
them from a clear perspective. If
you walk in their shoes, you
might gain understanding. Many
will look to you for leadership
and advice. If you are single,
you might meet someone quite
alluring but also secretive.
Check out this person carefully.
If you are attached, your relationship needs more intimate
time together. Your bond will
build as a result.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
JUNK/Rubbish
David Borders
Removal, clean out 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
attics, garages, yard I -Difficult
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
waste. etc. Low rates.
(2701489-2583
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You express your fiery
impulsiveness, especially when
spending your money. Visualize
ROM COVERING
more of what might be important
Over 30 years
to purchase or invest in. Dig into
experience
your self-discipline. Your public
Sales & Installation
Murray, Kentucky
image might be more significant
• 753-7728
HAULING
than you realize, but so might
CLEARING
Hudson. your domestic life. Tonight: Your
LAYTON
GENERAL CONTRACTING
hauling & backhoe treat.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
753-4545, 767-0213
Cell 293-9569
***** Mars entering your
270-436-2778
MASTER Plumber.
sign makes you a ventable Bull
Justin Tripp, Owner
Almost retired, drains
seeing red if you don't like what
cleared, plumbing fixmoves into your pasture. Friends
tures
repaired
or
might be provocative, but they
installed
(270)978force
you to think in a more
Services Offered
0133
dynamic way. You might resist.
Tonight: As you like.
Chevy
2003
ALL CARPENTRY
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Silveradoext. cab 4dr, Remodeling, additions,
**** You might want to think
new tires. warranty. porches, decks, sun
before you leap to any conclu$18.000 OBO. Call rooms, roofing, vinyl
sions. Take in extra information
767-9762
siding, mobile home
before you make assumptions.
02 Ford Ranger 4x4 repair, sagging floors
The end results will be better.
extended cab Edge termite & water damConsider new ways of handling
age. Larry Nimmo
(loaded) S11.500.
or
WE SERVICE information and processing it.
03 Yamaha XL700 3 (270)753-9372
Ask questions. Tonight: Avoid
seater, like new, wttrail- (270)753-0353
All Major Appliances
making judgments.
er $5,000
and Most Major Brands CANCER (June 21-July 22)
APPLIANCE &
Call (270)293-7881
WARD-ELKINS **** Others know what they
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
2001 White Chevy ZOn the Square Murray
want. This fact becomes evident
CHAD
B. HUGHES
71 LT. Highway miles
(270)153-1713
in conversations, meetings and
new tires: Leather 'rite22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
any other form of mental
nor, Exc. condition
(270) 226-9398
exchange. In fact, you might dis$19,900 OBO. 752(270)4924191
cover that others are rigid.
6488 or 753-9342
Expenses could play into your
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
1998 Chevy Z71 4x4
decisions, just as they should.
PARTS
SERVICE
&
ext
cab. loaded.
Tonight: Find your friends.
(270) 293-8726 OR
$7,500 759-1233
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
759-5534
Water Damaged Floors
*** You are in the limelight,
1996 Ford F350 dually.
Chuck Van Buren
Braces & Floor Joists
like it or not. You also might need
7 3L diesel. crew cab.
Remodeling & Plumbing
ASPHALT
new transmission, too(
to work with a contentious
SEALCOATING
box, 92K miles. 753David Gallimore. Owner authority figure who seems like
•Commercial
4882
he or she enjoys putting down
Will
Do Insurance Work
•Residential
others ideas. Don't take on this
84 Dodge 1/2 ton 6 cyl
Free Estimates
Visa & MasterCard Accepted person's energy. Use your
auto good tires, new
TRAVIS
dynamic personality. Tonight: A
cart. & water pump
SEALCOATING
must appearance.
$1350 0130 (270)436(270) 753-2279
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
6124
SIMMONS'S Carpentry **** Take an overview rather
BACKHOE
520
& Handyman work than assume that someone
TRUCKING
Bogs & Motors
Free estimates Call means what he or she is saying.
ROY HILL.
767-0958 and 270- Be willing to walk through your
Septic system, gravel,
1993 Celebrity. 22 ft
519-8570
white rock
own issues, as well as manage
350 Mercruiser, open
TOM Byars and Sons to understand where another
436-2113
bow, great condition
Dozer work & Track
Vinyl
Siding
and person is coming from. Tonight:
$9.000 OBO 270-705- hoe
Windows Also insulat- Look at the big picture.
1648
CARPORTS Starting ed Florida rooms, LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
at $675. installed. Roy screened rooms and ***** Listen to others and
Services Offered
metal roofs. Free esti- their opinions. You don't necesHill (270)436-2113.
mates Over 40 years sarily need to agree, but you do
CONCRETE
finishing.
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
in business. Family
Driveways, sidewalks. owned_ Phone: 527- need to gain a greater insight
Mower Repair. Tune-up
into those around you. In fact,
specials. Work guaran- etc. 752-0500, 759- 6916 or 1-8002728you need to look at the big pic3229
teed, free pick-up/deliv8113 .
ture. Aim for your long-term
ery
DNJ HANDYMAN
desires. Tonight: Teamwork
We do all the odd lobs
436-5141 A-AFFORDcounts.
you don't have time
ABLE Hauling Clean
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
• kno,wai • Trimantag
for
out garages, gutters.
**** Others run the show.
• Clean up • Firewood
Ask
about
our
painting
Junk & tree work
Accept that fact, even if you are
fme E itiraaws
special
4924688 ROOF
unnerved by another's bellicose
DON YEARRY
293-5438
REPAIRS. New
(270)4472562 or accusatory style. You can
DOZER WORK
Roofs, all types. 29
choose to not take all that goes
INSTALL & REPAIR
WALTERS
years expenence Call
on as a personal attack. Look at
SEPTIC SYSTEMS
CONTRACTING
Carters
the trig picture and getting the
GRAVEL HAULING.
DECKS Roofing, Vinyl job done. Tonight: Just say yes
A-1
Lambs
Tree
Public or Contract
Siding, Addition, and to someone.
Service: Hauling. JunkContact at 270-753Remodeling
Quality SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
cleanup, gutter clean9503
Work Over 30 Years 21)
ing. 436-2867
Experience
Gerald **** You might not be sure
FUTRELL'S Tree
A-1 Stump Removal
Walters 753-2592
Service
what to do in different circum437-304,4
Trimming,
removal,
stances. Someone you deal with
stump grinding, fireis absolutely sure he or she is
PARIkl R I ill %A It'.
wood. Insured. 489right. You can say whatever you
\I ors ord. k%
2839.
want; this person won't waver.
Plorker
Email us at
1,13-,1151
Detach, and you will be happier.
.NTERIOR PAINTING
I 27110 -LW 29/tlt
Tonight: Get a workout.
And wallpapering. Free
1/0/1 IC I R
kill )I
mititmurrayledger.com CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
?stirnates. call Lone d
I kl ki\t.
**** You'll find answers and
liraceful
Changes
I IN' I \'.I I,, I\ RI I)
solutions if you just free-associor
731)822-3080
(607)738-2910
ate. You might be challenged by
a logical associate. Logic does
not always work with solutionfinding. You might not be able to
explain this fact to this person.
Tonight: Whoop it up.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ire't S!cap Vitt
*A* Family and/or domestic
Scs e- it Fe:,e- Yr"sr
matters could contuse you, if not
create an uproar. You cannot win
It s that tune of year, oncl
When you come bock,
catch up on Gorfield,
everybody wont* to get
for losing. Listen to a loved one
your city council, letters
out of the flouse But
who also might be as confused
to
the
editor,
the
before you go, just make
obituaries ord erlitoriols
as you are. Just hang in the
o simple phone coil and
oink for -Vocotion
space rather than change the
deliver your
That way you won't
"Vertcotion Pak"
inevitable. Tonight: Happy.
rnia• o •ingle thins.
when you return
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•"
•
I ,
I e•
***** You will take a strong
IV* tilriotec -ott L"cilFoctrturractirtt
stance and make a difference.
sive i et•;.k
Keep conversations moving and
"
Nee:11/ tc
- Eta ticoIna Fo
"
stay on top of questions. Make
calls and reach out for others.
rir
MURRAY si
Understand that your sixth sense
EDGER
IMES
is way off right now. Don't use it!
1001 W1-rittors11 Ave., Morray, IICAt
Tonight: Hang out.
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David's Home
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VIKRINVIC 2 2
The View IN)! Jane hay
(5:00) New
Good laming Ameba X
Regis and Kelly
The View (NI I *Wadi(in Stereo(
TWAIIC 3 3 3
News
Tony Dena
Geri Owning Maks1
nen Show
4
1111114111C 4
Tony DIM
News
Todey (in Stereo) X
y& R
News
Right
Price
is
5
IMSCIII 5
New
The Early Show T NOW Williams T The
News
WINK 6 I 6 6 News T
7 Good Naming
INIMPIIS S I
Rogers Calm
11111111141K 7 7

lelifez

9 9 2 3 Paid
Paid
110121141141 10 17 11 30 PYd
Paid
KPIS-CBS 12 12 12 12 &serest Show

Naas T
Jane Pamir/
Naas
Ohara
INOL
We
The
Good Noming Avarice T
Regis rid Kelly
Roprs
akin
Barmy
BoortI
Lions Arthur Couch Teielub %same Street
Drool Justice
Sherlock Paid
Mama Hatcher -Judge liras1 People's Cord
Stalling Over IT
Pet
Pr
Q. Under- Garter Dennis Nome Delivery
The Hoe is Riga Young-Reetbas
The Eady Show (In Stereo)!
Regis and Keily
Todey (In Stereo)I

16 399 10 Chang- Bela,- lisp
Hap
HIM- Milk*
Truths Watkins Jacobs lora- Magee Ub Tod
1110111-POS 21 21 5 11 Arthur Crford Dragon Caillou Shrinks Barney
WDKA4111 22 16 10
Chisel Sebrine Lbedys Paid
Paid
Paid
ESPN
24 29 26 I
SportsCanter T SportsCenler I
ESP112 25 30 25
Baseball NFL Live Cold Pizaitin Stereo Lee)!
26 49 27 24 (500) MTV Video Wolw-Up(in Stereo) tit1V Mks
MTV
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Roddord Files
Ski Roth kip- Fellow- Imp,Sesame StreetI Liras Trials Rogers Reeding
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!bawd Sweet
Music Videos

True Life

TNT
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INSP
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UFE
USA
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PM
FAM
PICK

War

SportsCenter T
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1110111-4SC All My Children I One Lite to Live General Hospital Judge J. Judge J. News News News ABC
News Fortune
WSIL-ABC All My Children I One Life to Live General Hospital Larry Elder
Monist Williams News! ABC
News I EnterWSIMMC News

News Passions I
WTVF-C8S V & R Talk of the Town Bold
WPS13141 Days of our Lives PassionsI

Days of our Lives Dr. Phil

Oprah Winhey I News

NBC

Guiding LightI As World Turns

News

News

Edition Insider Dr. Ph*

Million- News I NBC
Oprelt WinfreyI News ABC

W884-A8C All My Children 1 . One Life to Live General HospNal
Iffert-FSS virtues Lions Reeding Cyter- Shrinks Zoboo
KliSfox Brown Brown The 700 ClubI Paid
GirtWCITI-UF'N Paid
Paid
Enter- 1ReStarting Over I

Edition -News

Dr, Phil

Post-

Arthur

Maury I•4)I

Fear FactorI

70,
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Blind

Yes

1Mak-

Blind

Ellen Show

Oprith Winithy1 News! News
Cosby

VitIKA-1111 Ule & Style!
Jerry Springer! Feud
ESPN Gott U S Senior Open.'First Round (Lrve 1 X

Discov- Steel

Cyber- Maya

Feud

Poke-

Jackie

NewsI Ray'

WIN

Neyhem Chang- Magee

Clifford Dragon GED
XimAin Xiaolin Cosby

Fortune

Malcolm King Hill SinthYes
Othdre-

HomiVideos

Home

News

Ray-

KFYSCBS NewsI Bold

Cosby

News1 Fortune

Zoom I News-Lehrer

WGN

Henry

News

Jeop-

Dragon Clifford Maya

As Work!Turns Guiding Light I
News In Stereo, RocIdord Files
Magnum,Pt.!
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Life Tod Feed
imp- (Imp- Inspir- Mass
11101PBS GED
Pre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom! Post-

News

WIN

Home
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Cosby

Home
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Direct Effect
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MTV
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TNT
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LIFE

Unsolved Myst
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USA
ME

JAG"Mutiny I Movie 'TheBeauficienand if Beast' PGA Got Burt:* open "First Round
(11:30)Rothe111fling Tigers" Movie: "Sands alIwoirne( 940*Iftillosie:**** llsGreatEscape(1969)Sam illeausirt.MR
American Justice Third Watch! Biography: Hogan Biography: Andre investigative
City Confidential American Justice
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NICK

Family
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Phan-

Phan-

Neutron Neutron Neutron Rock

AMC

Baby

i Baby

IndyCar StyleMade rIn Stereo)

Fishing )N(!
Room
Date

Lew & OrderI
Baby lBaby
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While You Out

Clean Sweep I

Strong Medicine
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Golden Golden Erio1Ito&Ow
The Dead Zone! The 4400'Came(

Boy

Law & Order X

Boy

FuNHee FullHee Gilmore Girls! lth Heaven I

MGTV

Decorst- Sinai-

Mission Design Design Design- Room

SPIKE
VITBS

Star Trek Gen.

Star Trek Gen

TOON

Foster

Star Trek Gen.

Cie Music

H80

Movie Ow-Tanceor,

MAX
MN
FUX
11802

DeYee

Home

Home

Sekleid Seinleld Ray-

Wins

Totally Titans
NYPO Blue!
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Golf tourney to aid pregnancy center

FRED LYNCH/SE Mtssounan
Paducah triathlete Barry
Knight competes in the
2003 Trail of Tears Triathlon
In Cape Girardeau, Mo., in
this photo. Knight, who
won that race, has competed
in
hundreds
of
triathlons for almost 20
years, including several
national and world championships.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Richard Vanover is not an avid
golfer. In fact, he says he usually
plays just four or five times a year.
Still, even a non-frequent player
can tell the difference between playing this game in regular daylight conditions as opposed to nighttime with
a ball that glows in the dark.
"The way the ball is struck is
quite different, for one thing. It
sounds like more of a clunk. Plus. I
don't know if you really can have
much of a strategy in the dart," said
Vanover, who will be among those
returning to Oaks Country Club on
Aug. 5 to participate in the second
annual Nite Nite Baby Twilight
Tournament, a fund-raiser for
Murray's Life House Pregnancy
Care Center.
"The main thing, though, is it's
kind of fun," Vanover claimed. "In
fact, it's a lot of fun, and I think it's
one of those things where people
play because of the cause involved.
Plus, it's just a great time for fellowship, and it seems like everybody
laughs a lot during the night."
Last year, the cackles of many of
the players could be heard echoing
through the night air at Oaks, mainly

it appears from trying to deal with
the art of putting.
Reading a break in the dark is
next to impossible, even after one
views the putt path with a flashlight.
Putts have to be made with the flashlight off.
"Oh yes. you could heal them out
there pretty easily," said tournament
coordinator Carmeleta Norvell, also
Life House's director. "Some were
even getting lost out there, but they
didn't care. They were having a good
time.
"In fact, we had several people
that never hid played in one of these,
and they all'said they had a lot of fun.
I guess that goes along with the idea
that if you (are not an expert player),
you don't have to worry about it anyway because nobody can see you."
Norvell said slots remain open for
six four-person teams. Those spots
will stay open until Thursday. The
cost is $200 per team. Entry forms
can be obtained at the Life House
offices on Chestnut Street or at the
Heritage Bank main office on South
12th. Forms are also available at
Oaks, the Murray Country Club and
Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Each participant receives a golf
gift bag, along with a tournament

golf shirt. A puffing contest will also
be conducted before and just after
dinner is served, consisting of a
choice of steak or grilled chicken.
That will involve regular golf balls;
the actual tournament is played with
what are known as glow balls, which
are lighter than regular balls and
come with a space that allows for the
insertion of a green glow stick that
stays illuminated the duration of the
tournament.
Norvell said the glow sticks will
be purchased the night of the tournament. Anybody still possessing the
special balls used for a night event
from last year's tournament or another competition in which they have
participated can use those at Oaks.
"We're also going to have the
course marked with a combination of
tiki torches and glow sticks, so that
will make for an interesting look, as
well," said Nick Ryan, an Oaks
board member, who noted the tourney will also mark the first major test
for the course's newly-surfaced
greens that have been closed to play
the past several weeks.
"We've put in what is known as
Champion Dwarf Bermuda, which is
a much better grass than we'd had.

•See TOURNEY Page 2C

Smith, others settle
first-round contracts

Cardinals 4, Padres 2

Calloway's
Knight
continues
triathlon
career
I

3
3

•
3

By NATHAN
CLINKENBEARD
Staff Writer
Competing in his first
triathlon as a second-year runner
for Murray State University,
there were two things Barry
Knight did not know: If he could
make the 300-yard swim distance and the fact that it was
only the beginning in a sort-of
second career.
"I never swam in my life,"
Knight said. "I was in good
shape cause I was running cross
country, and I remember going
in the day before and swimming
50 yards and thinking I was
going to die. Amazingly. I got in
there the next day and was able
to knock off 300 yards straight."
Knight, a 38-year-old graduate of Calloway County High
School, won the sorority-sponsored triathlon in 1986 and has
never looked back, taking the
area by storm in his 15 to 20
events a year.
At Calloway County, Knight
won a team state championship
in 1984 and then went on to run
four years at Murray State. He
was able to keep up with
triathlons during his college
career by training in the summer, when tic bulk of his races
were held.
When his running career
came to a close his final season.
Knight was able to move to
triathlons full time by realizing
long before that he did not have
a future in just running.
"You realize real quick if
you're not the best in track or
cross country when you come
into it that you can only improve
so much," he said. "We found
out real quick that we weren't as
good as we thought we were
coming out of high school. I
knew I wasn't going to go very
far in track or cross country, but
with triathlons. I was winning
and able to put all three things
together."
Winning, he was and still is.
Knight has too many triathlon
titles to count, including a July
16 win against over 350 competitors at the MightyMite
Triathlon in Forrest Park. Ark.
While he has never gone professional in the sport, amateur
national championships are held
every year at different distances,
and Knight is usually there.
In 1990, he went to Las
Vegas and finished third in his

II See KNIGHT Page 2C

AP
The Cardinals' Einar Diaz breaks his bat as he hits into a double play against the
Padres in the second inning Tuesday in San Diego.

Cards show might vs.
best of mediocre West
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The by three games despite going
St. Louis Cardinals look every 17-31 since June 1.
bit like the best team in the
"It's almost comical," said
National League, with solid right-hander Woody Williams
defense, pitching and Albert (5-7), who made four postseaPujols providing power.
son starts for the Cardinals last
And the San Diego Padres? year before rejoining the
They contin- Padres as a free agent. "It's
ue to lead amazing we're still three
the anemic games up."
NI
West,
Mark Mulder (12-5) won
but
only his fourth straight decision for
because the the
Central-leading
NL
other teams Cardinals, who lost three of
are more hapless than they are. four to the Padres in St. Louis
Pujols homered and John in early May.
Gall had a hit and scored twice
A day after rejecting a trade
in his major league debut as to Baltimore for pitcher
the Cardinals beat San Diego Sidney Ponson, San Diego's
4-2 on Tuesday night in a Phil Nevin made his first start
matchup of division leaders, at catcher since 1999 and bathanding the Padres' their sea- ted cleanup. Nevin lost his
son-high eighth straight loss.
starting job at first base
The punchless Padres fell because he was slumping at
to .500 (50-50) for the first the plate.
time since May 4. San Diego
Nevin received warm ovawas 14 games above .500 on tions when the starting lineups
May 31, when it completed were introduced and when he
the best month (22-6) in fran- came to bat in the first inning.
chise history.
drawing a walk. But he was
San Diego leads Arizona booed after hitting into a force

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Life House Pregnancy Care Center Director
Carmeleta Norvell poses with an illuminated
tee box marker that will be used during the
Nite Nite Baby Tournament, scheduled for
Aug. 5 at Oaks Country Club.

play to end the third inning.
hitting into a double play to
end the fifth and fouling out in
the seventh. He finished 0-for4 and flied out to left the
game.
"It wasn't quite the storybook ending, was it?" Nevin
said. "It was tough. I just wish
it would have ended a little
different."
Xavier Nady, who replaced
Nevin at first, went 3-for-3
with a walk and a run. The
Padres stranded 10 runners
and hit into three double plays.
Gall was called up from
Triple-A Memphis to replace
Larry Walker, who was put on
the disabled list. He doubled
in his first at-bat leading off
the second, reaching when
shortstop Khalil Greene
couldn't make an over-theshoulder catch in shallow left.
He advanced on Mark
Grudzielanek's single and
scored when Einar Diaz hit
into a double play.
"He handled himself well,"
manager Tony La Russa said.

By The Associated Press
The top pick of the NFL draft
and several at the bottom of the
first round are headed for training camps after reaching deals
with their teams.
Utah
quarterback
Alex
Smith, the first overall choice,
officially
signed with
the
San
Francisco
49ers
on
Tuesday. His
monster sixyear
deal.
worth $49.25
million but
with potenSmith
tial
to
increase to
$57 million with incentives,
includes $24 million in guaranteed money.
"!don't even know )f I'd call
this a childhood dream, because
I don't know if! dared to dream
like this," Smith said. "Now it's
time for me to go earn this
money and prove that I deserve
this money.
He'll compete with incumbent Tim Rattay and backup
Ken Dorsey, but unless Smith is
completely clueless — and this
is a guy who got his economics
degree from Utah in just two
years — he will start.
"The primary goal is to get
on the field," he said. "I don't
think this team is paying me this

NI I t'omp.. Itotofflop
mone!, to sit on the sideline...

The other first-rounders who
got deals Tuesday were No. 28
overall Luis Castillo with San
Diego, No. 29 Marlin Jackson
with Indianapolis, and No. 23
Fabian
Washington
with
Oakland. They joined two players at the bottom of the first
round, offensive lineman Logan
Mankins of New England and
defensive tackle Mike Patterson
of Philadelphia. who signed
deals Monday.
Cornerback Jackson, from
Michigan. agreed to,five-year
contract. Doug Hendrickson,
Jackson's agent, confirmed the
deal worth $6.95 million that
will allow Jackson to report to
training camp Wednesday with
the rest of the team.
"Marlin is excited, and the
Colts are excited," Hendrickson
said."We're really happy we got
it done."
Castillo, from Northwestern,
agreed to terms for potentially
$7,035,000, including guaranteed money of $4,664,000. The
defensive tackle tested positive
for androstenedione at the scouting combine in February after a
slow recovery from an elbow
injury. He later called it a huge
mistake" taking the steroid and
insisted a clause be inserted in
his contract stating he will forfeit his bonus money if he ever
has another positive drue test

Amp

urray's Bain holds lead
at Paducah golf tourney
tatt Report
urray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH. Ky. — Murray's Mary Bain held a five ,)it,t
.ad heading into today's final round of Tlie Paducah Sun
dies golf tournament at the Country Club of Paducah as she
vks to win her second title.
Bain shot a 72 Tuesday in the sweltering heat and him
v. finishing with a two-day total of 156 to move into the o‘,.
I lead ahead of Mary Lee Hendricks.
was6
Bain
Itt won the Paducah Sun Lathes tournament in 200
he
then. Now at 67. Rain is paired w i th Hendricks and
ell Wilson in the championship round. The trio k scheduled
-'

SEC media gathering focuses on new coaches
HOOVER, Ala. (AP) — With Steve
Spurrier returning to a league — and
division — he once ruled and Phillip
Fulmer no longer dodging subpoenas. the
Southeastern Conference has returned to
normal.
Except for a few minor details:
Spurrier is now at South Carolina, Urban
Meyer leads his former program at
Florida and Ed Orgeron (Mississippi) and
Les Miles (LSU) have taken over
Western Division programs.
Spurrier and Tennessee's Fulmer —

who once nursed a scintillating rivalry on
and off the field — will take the podium
at the SEC's media days Wednesday, and
so will Meyer and Orgeron.
Forget the players — many of the
biggest stars like Auburn's Cannel]
Williams and Georgia's David Pollack
have moved on to the NFL anyway.
Spurrier and the other ball coaches offer
the most intriguing story lines this week.
Fulrner's presence will be especially
noteworthy and not because his
Volunteers are among the favorites to win

tie

SEC. Fulmer addressed last year's
event via speakerphone because attorneys representing two former Alabama
assistant coaches in a lawsuit against the
NCAA and others had vowed to subpoena him if he crossed state lines to attend.
Fulmer says he'll be there in person
this time.
"I am going. That's all that needs to be
said." he said.
SEC officials said they would have a
"heightened awareness" but did not plan
any extra security to protect Fulmer, who

was a confidential witness in an NCAA
investigation that landed Alabama on
probation.
But, he said. "1 don't have any concerns."
SEC Commissioner Mike Slive fined
Fulmer $10,000 for skipping. but the
coach's strategy worked. The attorneys
never got to question the coach in the
lawsuit which ended last Friday with the
jury awarding Ronnie Cottrell $30 million for the portion of his suit against a
former recruiting analyst.
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Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 HLY 1 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KIFBmurray.com
e-mail: stuart_alexander • kytbins.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
AJI Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
55 45 550
Boston
1
541
45
53
York
New
51 48 515 3 1 2
Baltimore
50 49 505 4 1,2
Toronto
36 65 35619 12
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
65 34 657
Chicago
12
53 46 535
Minnesota
14
515
49
52
Cleveland
50 50 50015 12
Detroit
37 63 37028 12
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
59 41 590
Los Angeles
5
54 46 540
Oakland
49 50 495 91i2
Texas
1/2
43415
43 56
Seattle
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 8. L A Angels 0
N V Yankees 4, Minnesota 0
Baltimore 5. Texas 4
Boston 10, Tampa Bay 9. 10 innings
Kansas City 7. Chicago White Sox 1
Detroit 8. Seethe 5
-Cleveland 2, Oakland 0
:Today's Games
Chicago (Garland 15-41 at Kansas City
(R Hemandez 8-9). 1.10 p m
Cleveland (Elarton 6-5) at Oakland
(Haren 8-7). 235 pm
Boston (Wakefield 8-9) at Tampa Bay
(McClung 1-5). 3. 15 p.m
Texas (C Young 8-6) at Baltimore (Chen
7-6). 6.05 1-.) rn
Minnesota (J Santana 9-5i at N Y
Yankees (Leiter 1-1), 605 p m.
L.A. Angels (Colon 12-6) at Toronto
(Towers 7-8). 607 p.m
Detroit (Maroth 8-10) at Seattle (Moyer
8-3), 9-05 p m
Thursday's Gaines
Minnesota (Mays 5-5) at N.Y Yankees
(Small 1-0). 12.05 p.m.
Texas (Flic.Rodnguez 2-2) at Baltimore
(Ponson 7-9), 6:05 p.m.
L.A Angels (Lackey 8-4) at Toronto
(Walker 3-3). 6.07 pm
Kansas City (Snyder 0-1) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 5-7). 6'15 p m
Cleveland (Lee 11-4(a) Seattle (Meche
10-7). 9.05 p m,

National League
East Dsion
L Pct GB
W
56 44 560
Atlanta
1
Washington
55 45 550
52 49 515 4 1/2
Philadelphia
5
51 49 510
New York
49 48 505 5 1,2
Florida
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
63 36 636
St Louis
53010 1 2
47
53
Houston
51 49 51012 1.2
Chicago
14
50 51.495
Milwaukee
44 56 44019 1/2
Pittsburgh
42 58 42021 1 12
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pct GB
so 50 500 —
San Diego
3
48 54 471
Arizona
4
46 54 460
Los Angeles
43 56 434 6 1/2
San Francisco
36 63 36413 12
Colorado
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 3 Washington 2. 10 innings
Houston 2, Philadelphia 1
Pittsburgh 6, Honda 3
Milwaukee 7, Anzona 2
Colorado 4, NY. Mets 3
St. Louis 4. San Diego 2
L.A Dodgers 7. Cincinnati 4
San Francisco 3, Chicago 2, 11 innings
Today's Games
Anzona (Vargas 3-5) at Milwaukee
(Ohka 6-51, 1 05 pm
San Francisco (Tomko 7-10) at Chicago
Cubs(C Zambrano 7-4). 1:20 p m
Washington (Loaiza 6-6) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 7-5). 605 p m
Pittsburgh (Duke 3-0) at Florida (Valdez
0-0), 605 p.m.
Philadelphia (Padilla 5-8) at Houston
(Clemens 8-4). 7:05 p.m.
NY Mets (V Zambrano 4-9(a)
Colorado (Jam Wright 5-10), 8_05 p.m.
St Louis (Marquis 9-7) at San Diego
(Peavy 8-4). 905 p.m
Cincinnati (Pa Ortiz 6-6) at L A
Dodgers (Weaver 8-8). 9:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Washington (Drese 3-3) at Atlanta
(Sosa 5-1), 12-05 p.m,
Arizona (Halsey 6-7) at Chicago Cubs
)J Williams 3-3), 120 pm
Cincinnati (Claussen 4-8) at L.A.
Dodgers (Houlton 4-3), 2:10 p.m
St. Louis (Carpenter 14-4) at San Diego
(Stauffer 3-5). 235 p.m.
Pittsburgh (K Wells 6-10) at Florida
(Willis 13-6), 605 p m

•Tourney ..
From Page 1C
They probably won't be perfect
for this tournament, but they
will eventually really make a
difference there."
However. for Ryan. he said
the main attraction for having
this tournament is lending a
hand to Life House. which provides counseling for expectant
mothers, along with providing
clothing and other supplies once
a baby has been born.
It is also believed that the
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Aug. 5 tournament will be
played just a few weeks before
the opening of Life House's new
facility on Poplar Street.
-The amazing thing to me
about that is that not one penny
has been spent on labor for that
building. That shows there why
it's a worthy cause," Ryan said.
For information on registering a team, call Life House at
753-0700. The event is co-sponsored 'by Life House and
Heritage Bank.

Special to the Ledger
Anna and Rachael Lask,
who will be juniors in the
2005-06 season at Murray
State, won the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association National
Hard Courts Championships
doubles title on July 20, qualifying them for the ITA
Summer
National
Championships on Aug. 13-16
at Indiana University.
Courts
Hard
The
Championships — a part of the
Midwest Region — was held
July 16-20 at Ohio State
University in Columbus, Ohio.
The tournaments are pan of the
ITA Summer Circuit.
-This was one of the top
tournaments of the summer,"
said Rachael Lask."We played
a team from the University of
Kentucky in the quarterfinals,
and after we got past that, we
played really well."
The Lasks — natives of
Louisville — beat Caroline
Winebrenner and Liis Sober of
UK 8-5 in the quarters after
beating Jenna Nussbaum of
Bowling Green State and independent player Kate Turvy 8-3
in their first round after receiving an opening-round bye.
In the semifinals, the fifthseeded Lasks faced No. 2 seed
Emily Mowery of Miami (Fla.)

Kentucky, Wisconsin — pla!, ers from all over."
"As far as I know, we have
never had anyone win one of
the ITA Summer Circuit tournaments on either the men's or
women's side before," said
Murray State women's tennis
head coach Connie Keasling.
"This is huge for Murray State
and MSU tennis."
The Lasks also competed in
singles play at the National
Hard Court Championships,
and each was eliminated in the
quarterfinals.
Rachael beat Hanna Hager
of IPFW 6-2, 6-0 before
Twin sisters and Murray State tennis players Anna and sweeping Winebrenner 6-3, 6Rachael Lask display their championship hardware 2. She then met 1Cnue — her
opponent in the chamafter winning the doubles title at the Intercollegiate doubles
match — and fell in
pionship
Courts
Hard
National
Association
Tennis
the singles quarterfinals 6-0,6Championships, held earlier this month in Columbus,
Ohio.
Anna took a 6-1, 6-0 openwin from Ashley
Illinois
of
ing-round
Knue
Bnanna
on
of
and Chelsea Nusslock
Wisconsin, pushing past that and Elizabeth Lumpkin of Jones of Ohio Northern before
team 8-2 to coast into the UCLA — the No. 3-seeded beating Kelsey Jakupcin of
team that upset top-seeded Bowling Green State 6-4, 6-0.
championship match.
"Everything just clicked for Amanda Taylor of Vanderbilt In the quarters, Anna fell to
us," Anna said. "In the other and Alison Silverio of Georgia Silverio 6-1, 6-4.
Prior to playing in the
matches, one of us would be Tech 8-2 in the semifinals —
Summer
off or we would struggle with and came away with an 8-6 National
Championships, the Lasks will
something, but in the semifi- win.
"We played a lot of players take part in another ITA
nals, we were having fun out
in
tournament
there. We could hit the shots we would not see during the regional
30July
on
Ind.,
said.
Bloomington,
Anna
season,"
regular
we usually hit."
In the finals, the Lasks took "Players from UCLA, Illinois, Aug. 2.

Nutt seeks answers at quarterback
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Arkansas football coach Houston Nutt says
there are a lot of bright spots for his
Razorbacks as the opening of the 2005 season approaches.
Nutt told Arkansas sports writers
Tuesday that his players are a year older on
defense, and so is the
offensive line.
"Everything but ..."
and,
paused
He
sightly,
crouching
cupped his hands to take
an imaginary snap from
center.
He didn't need to say
the word "quarterback".
at the annual meeting of
Arkansm'„Associated
Nutt
sports
Press-member
writers. Everyone in the room knew Nutt
was looking for a signal-caller to replace
Matt Jones.
Three prospects•will be on campus this
fall — Cole Barthel, Robert Johnson and
Alex Mortensen — and all have the same
problem.
-They don't have experience," Nutt said.
"Robert Johnson has the most experience --

with three or four plays."
The wild-haired and wild-footed Jones
completed his eligibility for the Razorbacks
last year and was drafted in the first round
by the National Football League's
Jacksonville Jaguars. Over are Jones' days
of exciting Arkansas fans and frustrating
Southeastern Conference opponents with his
agility.
And Nutt isn't looking for a clone in
Barthel, Johnson or Mortensen.
"All of them feel like, 'Boy, I've got
some awful big shoes to fill," Nutt said.
-We don't want you to do that. What we
want you to do is not get us beat."
Arkansas was among the nation's leaders
in turnover margin in 2003, with 33 takeaways and 22 turnovers in a 9-4 season. In
last year's 5-6 season --,/tutt'#,fug losing
season in seven years at Arkansas --L there
were only 16 takeaways, with 19 turnovers.
"Take care of the most valuable possession we have. Hand it to your backs. Throw
it to our guys," Nutt said. "If nobody is
open, throw it to Grandmother in the third
row or something. Just don't throw it to
them."
Nutt spoke of Johnson first, then
Mortensen, then Barthel, but said there was

no significance to his consistently mentioning them in that order.
"We have three right now who are fighting hard, working hard," Nutt said. "Robert
Johnson is our most athletic quarterback. He
has a tremendous arm. You just want him to
be able to execute under pressure — be able
to handle third-and-eight, third-and-five,
third-and-six. Move the chains.
"If he walked in this room today, you'd
say,'Boy, that's what a quarterback ought to
look like. He's 6-2, 200 pounds. He looks
perfect," Nutt said.
He described Mortensen as "very accurate" and said Barthel brings a maturity
because he has played baseball in the
Atlanta Braves organization. "You can tell
he's been away from it (football), but he got
better and b5tter, and better as the spring
went on"
Nutt said fall drills, which begin after an
Aug.6 reporting date, will be structured so a
starting quarterback will quickly emerge.
"We won't waste time until the first game
to decide who's going to start," Nutt said.
Arkansas opens its season Sept. 3 against
Missouri State. The school is currently
known as Southwest Missouri State, but is
formally changing its name next month.

Knight ...
Do YOU live in Murray/Calloway County?

You get

in-state

tuition rate

That's right, if you live in Calloway County, you get in-state
tuition rates at Austin Peay.That's a savings of $4,656 per
semester compared to full-time out-of-state tuition.
If a savings of more than $4000 isn't enough, here are a few
other reasons to check out Austin Peay State University:
Location: You'll be close to home, but definitely out of the nest.
Size: You'll have all the benefits of a big university without getting lost in
the crowd.
Faculty: You'll be in small classes with professors who are doctorally
trained and know who you are.
Classes: Did you know we have a bachelor's in homeland security? And
more physics majors than any Tennessee university?
Roommate Guarantee: You get to choose your own!

It's your future. It's your choice. Go APSU!
For more information, call 1-800-844-A PS U

A

www.apsu.edu
ig
State Univers
the World

From Page 1C
age group. The previous two
years, he has placed 10th.
After competing in the
national championships, Knight
usually places high enough to
earn a spot in the International
World
Union
Triathlon
Championships, but he has only
traveled to represent the United
States three times.
His best showing came in
. 2001 in Edmonton, Canada
where he placed fifth in his age
group and 32nd overall. Knight
has also competed in Montreal,
his favorite. and Cancun.
Training to stay at a high
level and being able to compete
in the national and world championships has never been a problem for Knight despite his work
as a firefighter in Paducah and
raising a family.
When he is not working.
Knight keeps his 3-year-old
daughter, Autumn, at home and
takes her with him when it is
time to train. He swims at the
Paducah Athletic Club and runs

at the Baptist Family Health
Center. where he can leave his
daughter in day care while he
trains.
He saves his cycling for the
evening, when his wife comes
home from work. When he is
working, he is able to do as
much training as he wants by
running and biking in the firehouse.
"I can run as much as I want
at work, or I could ride my trainer," Knight said. "They encourage physical activity at the firehouse, and I do a lot of that. I
have the perfect job for triathlon
training."
Knight rarely takes a day off
from training, saying he starts to
feel guilty if he does.
Last year, on a training run,
one arm that had been bothering
him for a while began to swell
up from the result of a blood clot
in his upper arm. He had to have
a rib removed to keep the vein
from being blocked right around
the time he had a foot injury hindering his running performance.
After a week in the hospital,

Let The Weekend Ret9tir!
THURSDAYS
16 oz. Charcoal Grilled
New York Strip With Salad
& Baked Potato

$

1599

WEEKENDS
BBQ Chicken & Ribs

1*,

Find Your Place in

livf0

Knight began to train inunediately and competed in an indoor
triathlon just a week later, finishing second.
"I had so many big races
coming up," Knight said. -The
surgery didn't get me down. It
made me mad more than anything. The doctor really gave me
the free reign to do whatever
when I got out."
As long as his body stays
healthy. Knight will continue to
compete in triathlons. He
believes he is more consistent
than ever in his ability to win
races.
This weekend, Knight travels
to Missouri for a two-man
triathlon event, where he will
compete in five races in three
days.
On Aug. 13 ip Kansas City,
Mo., Knight will once again be
at the national championships,
competing at the Olympic distance (1.5k swim, 40k bike, 10k
run) in an attempt to qualify for
the world championships in
Hawaii.
In the sport for almost 20
years and coming a long way
since his first triathlon, Knight
has no problem making the
swim — no matter how long the
distance.

13 mi. south of
Murray on Hwy. 121
731%232-8323

TV, radio
Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN — Chicago White Sox at
Kansas City
1:10 pm.
WON — San Francisco at Chicago
Cubs
6 p.m.
ESPN — Regional coverage,
Minnesota at N Y Yankees or
Pittsburgh at Florida
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — Regional coverage. St
Louis at San Diego or Cincinnati at
L.A. Dodgers
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HEALTH
Substance Abuse & Dependence
Drug addiction is a complex illness. The drug dependency. Drug dependence can
path to drug addiction begins with the act
ensue if an individual continues to abuse
of taking drugs. Over time, a person's abili- drugs to feel better or as a way of coping
ty to choose not to take drugs is comprowith problems. Then there's a good chance
mised. In large part, this that he or she will never learn the life skills
is a result of the effects
necessary for feeling good naturally or for
of prolonged drug use
coping with difficult situations. Instead, he
on brain functioning,
or she may always choose to avoid uncomand thus on behavior.
fortable feelings or situations simply by
Addiction, therefore, is
getting drunk or stoned, etc.
characterized by comAnother, more insidious risk associated
pulsive drug craving,
with drug abuse/dependence is loss of conseeking, and use that
trol. This doesn't happen to everyone.
persist even in the face
Many people drink alcohol or smoke
negative consecannabis occasionally and feel no compulYour Mental of
quences.
sion to drink or smoke more. Some have
Health
First, let's be clear
tried meth or cocaine once or twice and
decided not to take those drugs again.
By Dr. Steven about what we mean by
"drug abuse." We are
They're lucky. They haven't lost control.
Alexander,
talking about the actions But many people do lose control. They disLPCC
of people who regularly
cover that drugs, like roses, do have thorns.
use illegal drugs or regThorns hurt and they have consequences.
ularly abuse legal drugs including alcohol.
Loss of control can be driven by physiFor the sake of clarity, well refer to both of cal or psychological factors or both.
these as drug abuse.
Physical dependence results when the body
Drug abuse may include the use of illeneeds a drug to function normally. If it's not
gal substances like heroin, cannabis,
taken, unpleasant withdrawal symptoms
cocaine, methamphetamine, ecstasy, and so
occur. The only way to avoid this is to take
forth. It's very important to remember that
more of the drug(s). Psychological dependit also includes the abuse of prescription
ence is when an individual comes to rely
drugs like painkillers, tranquillizers, sleepon a drug to supply good feelings, such as
ing pills, etc., and alcohol. Dependence is a relaxation, self-confidence, self-esteem,
bit further down the road; it is characterfreedom trom anxiety, power, etc. This
ized by compulsive abuse of drugs.
reliance is not just a casual desire; it's a
Almost all of us have taken a moodpowerful compulsion, although the person
altering chemical at some time or another.
will probably not be able to admit this.
Mood-altering chemicals are drugs that
So, for some people, what began with
change the way people feel. Tea, coffee,
casual drug abuse can develop into drug
wine and beer are examples. Moderate con- dependence. This can happen quickly, over
sumption of these substances is acceptable
a period of weeks, or slowly, over a period
in terms of their health and social conseof many years.
quences; however some of us have abused
You'll note that a person who abuses
alcohol, smoked cannabis, taken amphetadrugs occasionally doesn't intend to go on
mines, cocaine or LSD. Abuse of these
to become dependent on them. This is not a
drugs, for many, provides "good" feelings
. voluntary process. There seems to be a line
that are otherwise missing from a person's
that exists in an individual's personality and
life. Taking drugs alters one's mood and
drug use that when crossed, there is often
experience of life.
no return. That person is very likely to be
Drugs may provide momentary escape
powerless to reduce or stop his or her drug
from boredom or loneliness; they may prointake by his/her own efforts.
mote feelings of power or belonging; they
When we talk about those who abuse
often create in a person a sense of relaxdrugs, we're not just referring to desperate
ation or just a state of feeling "good."
heroin addicts or alcoholics on park benchThese mood changes are the reasons people es. Drug dependence is on a continuum and
choose to abuse drugs, at least to begin
it can affect anyone. For example, alcohol
with.
is known to be the most abused drug.
The risk of so-called "casual drug
Examples of alcohol/drug dependence are
abuse" is that it can escalate into habitual
as follows: Someone who "needs" a drink
drug abuse. This can lay the foundation for
or drug to feel confident when they social-

ize with other people; someone who
"needs" to take a drink or drug every day to
avoid withdrawal symptoms; someone who
"needs" to use drink or drugs to forget personal problems; or someone who "needs"
to take a drink or drug to cope with the
stress of day-to-day living. The compulsive
drink is no different than the heroin injection in these cases. The intensity of desire
may be very similar.
People who have become physically or
psychologically dependent to some degree
on their drug or drugs of choice often realize that they're drinking or using more than
they used to. They may then make some
effort to reduce their drug intake.
Sometimes attempts to cut down may
involve substituting one drug for another,
moving away trom home, or changing one's
job. It's very common for such efforts to
end in total failure. Much to the utter
bewilderment and dismay of the individual
concerned, he or she cannot reduce drug
intake.
Much of what you've read in this article
describes the dangers of either regularly
abusing drugs or alcohol, or becoming
dependent on them, as in the case of loss of
control. The trail of devastating consequences on one's health, not to mention the
effects on family and economics are too
numerous to discuss in this article. Be clear
on one point: substance abuse wreaks
havoc on every dimension of a person's
life.
You may be thinking that you know
people who get drunk now and then or
smoke cannabis occasionally and they don't
appear to have any problems with their
drug use. We would warn anyone who
believes that casual drug abuse doesn't pose
any danger that in our experience both drug
abuse and drug dependence are progressive.
They start small ... and get bigger...and bigger...and bigger. It's very easy to move
from the use of alcohol to cannabis to
methamphetamines, or from a weekly drink
to a daily drink to a condition of being continually drunk., i.e. taking more powerful
drugs or taking more of a single drug.
Remember, this can develop slowly over
some years.
Would you like a so-called "casual drug
user" to be your airplane pilot? To care for
you in a hospital? To do the electrical
wiring in your home? To repair the brakes
on your car? To be driving towards you just
as you cross the road? There is no such
thing as a safe level of drug abuse.

Research shows that healthy gums
may reduce risk of heart disease
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
—
Recent studies show that there
may be a potential link between
gum disease and heart disease.
According to United States
Government statistics, periodontal disease, or gum disease.
affects 75 percent of the adult
population, which means that
heart disease is rapidly becoming more prevalent across the
globe.
"There are several theories
emerging about the link between
periodontal disease and heart
disease," says Cliff Maesaka,
D.D.S. with Delta Dental Plan
of Kentucky. "Oral bacteria can
be harmful to your heart when it
enters the blood stream. After
bacteria attaches to fatty plaques
in the coronary arteries, blood
clots form and obstruct natural
blood flow, which can lead to
heart attacks."
Given the severity of this
potential connection, it is essential that everyone take the time
to learn about gum disease and
its devastating affects.
According to research, people with periodontal disease are

almost twice as likely to suffer
from coronary artery disease.
Based on that statistic alone, it is
extremely important that you
take the appropriate measures to
prevent gum disease from developing, Maesaka recommends.
"Certain symptoms may
point to some form of gum disease," says Maesaka.
II Gums that bleed during
and after brushing
• Red, swollen or tender
gums
• Persistent bad breath or
bad taste in the mouth
IN Receding gums
•Loose or shifting teeth
"Plaque is generally the primary cause of periodontal disease, but there are several other
factors that may increase the risk
of gum disease," Maesaka says.
People who smoke are seven
times more likely to get periodontitis than nonsmokers.
In addition, research shows
that about 30 percent of all
deaths from heart disease in the
United States are directly related
to cigarette smoking. People
who suffer from stress may

make it difficult for their body's
immune system to fight off the
infection. A high level of acidity
in your diet can increase bacterial counts in your mouth, which
can progress the development of
periodontitis.
Knowing these potential factors is beneficial for preventing
the development of gum disease,
says Maesaka.
The link between gum disease and heart disease makes
keeping our gums healthy a very
important priority in terms of
human wellness, says Maesaka.
Luckily, there are various measures you can take to prevent

gum disease from developing;
such as brushing and flossing at
least twice per day.
"In addition to the daily routine of brushing and flossing, the
use of fluoride can also avert the
growth of gum disease,"
Maesaka recommends
"By maintaining a personal
dental-care routine along with
regular dental check-ups, anyone can successfully prevent
gum disease from developing
and also decrease the chance of
future heart disease," says
Maesaka.
For more information, contact Delta Dental.

The

Cervical cancer deaths higher in suburbs
Women Irving in rural and suburban areas have higher rates of
death related to cervical cancer — a highly preventable form of
the disease — than do women in other parts of the country
Cervical cancer mortality rates by county, 1970-98
U.S. average: L
3.56 per 100,000
1 8-3.26
327-4 30 431-6.31
6.32-14.66

SOURCE National Cancer Institute

AP

Cervical cancer can
throw up red flags
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -Virtually all deaths from cervical cancer are preventable, yet
the disease will kill almost 4,000
women in this country this year.
Frustrated scientists know who
most of them will be: black
women in the South. Hispanics
along the Texas-Mexico border,
white women in Appalachia and
the rural Northeast, Vietnamese
immigrants.
Efforts are under way to
reach those women, including a
$25 million federal program
poised to let communities
recruit volunteers — average
women who speak their
patients' language and can
engender trust — to push Pap
testing and shepherd the newly
diagnosed through an often-baffling medical system.
It's work made more urgent
by the discovery that excess cervical cancer is a red flag for
other health disparities: The
same localities also have toohigh rates of breast and colorectal cancer, strokes and infant
mortality.
The new report, from the
National Cancer Institute, will
"hopefully ring a bell for policymakers" in those communities,
says Dr. Harold P. Freeman, a
cancer specialist who works in
Harlem and directs NCI's
Center to Reduce Cancer Health
Disparities.
"People are dying who
should not die, based on what
we already know. Delivering
what we already know to all
American people is the issue."
Freeman said.
Pap smears are credited with

slashing cervical cancer deaths
by 75 percent in recent decades.
This simple $50 test can detect
precancer6u—s'`,cells in time to
prevent cervical cancer from
forming — or, if it's already
there, in time to cure this usually slow-growing malignancy.
But most invasive cervical
cancer is found in women who
haven't had a Pap in five years,
or never.
Poverty is one culprit. Also,
women with no regular doctor
slip through the cracks. Older
women are less likely to get a
Pap, as are recent immigrants,
perhaps because of language or
cultural issues.
"Cervical cancer shouldn't be
a cause of death anymore, in fact
it shouldn't be a problem anymore,- said Dr. Stephen J.
McPhee of the University of
California, San Francisco. "Yet
here we are in 2005 dealing with
a problem that should have been
fixed 25 years ago. It's a bad
reflection on the U.S. healthdelivery system."
With funding from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. McPhee started a
program in Santa Clara County.
Calif., to fight cervical cancer
among Vietnamese immigrants,
who have the nation's highest
incidence of the disease — a rate
five times higher than that of
white women.
Poverty aside, McPhee found
that
women
who
saw
Vietnamese physicians were
half as likely to have ever had a
Pap. Perhaps it's modesty with
male doctors, he speculates. But
when surveyed, most of those
doctors didn't know their
patients were at such high risk.

NECK & BACK PAIN?
HEADACHES?

$IMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
"4= LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA,NEBRASKA

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
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Attorney at Law
Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-4LAW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy--Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents
"Integrity and Experience workingfor you."

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA tit ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults

St
ti at

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
We'll File It For You!
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Many other programs. Purchase & Refinance. All Credit Grades!
Call 27a-753-7407 or stop in 111 N.12th St., Sake B • Murray, KY
www globadragtink.room

Cal! Today For An Appointment!

759-0030

Etherton
Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Street (next to Krystal's)• Murray

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published are a feature story
and
picture
about John
Williams, executive director of
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce. The
story was by Staff Writer Amy
Wilson and the photo by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Playhouse in the Park will
present a Gospel Cabaret on
July 28, 29 and 30 at 8 p.m.
each evening, according to Lana
Bell, executive director of the
Playhouse.
Births reported include a
girl to Cynthia and Thomas
Nance, July 19; a boy to
Doris and Michael Puckett,
July 20; a boy to John and
Judy Crofton. July 21.
20 years ago
H.T. Waldrop, Tommye Taylor and Richard Farrell, members of the Murray Rotary
Club, were named for Paul
Harris Fellows, one of the
highest honors in Rotary at
the club's weekly meeting.
Murray
City
Council
approved the 1985 tax rate to
be set at 38 cents per $100
assessed value at its regular
meeting.
Births reported include twin
boys to Robert and Alice Lanier
and a girl to Mike and Lone
Hart. July 24; a girl to Kenny
and Deadra Henson, a boy to
Ronald and Bertha Cunningham, a girl to Dale and Tammy
Brockwell and a girl to William
and Rebecca Miller, July 25.
30 years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education approved $2.1 mil-

lion budget for the 1975-76
school year, according to
William B. Miller, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Murray Little League AllStars won 3-1 over Henderson in the district baseball tournament held at Henderson.
Eddie Rhodes was pitcher for
Murray.
Ty Holland Stadium has been
named as the site for "Awakening '75," a county-wide crusade to be sponsored by Baptist churches of Calloway County, on Aug. 26-31. The Rev.
Steve Hale will be the evangelist.
40 years ago
Published are pictures taken
at Murray's Trade Day held
its fourth Monday of the month.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brawner, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herb
McPherson and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Coy.
Sonya Miller and Joe Pat
Futrell were married in a recent
ceremony at Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove.
The family of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Will A. Ray held its
annual reunion on July 18 at
the Murray City Park.
50 years ago
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue will
deliver the summer commencement address at Murray State
College on Aug. 5 at 4 p.m.
in the recital hall of the Doyle
fine arts building, according
to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 27,
the 208th day. of 2005. There are
157 day, left in the year.
Today •, Highlight in History.:
On July 27, 1789. Congress
established the Department of Foreign Affairs, the forerunner of the
Department of State.
On this date:
In 1794. French revolutionary
leader tvlaximilien Robespierre was
overthrown and placed under arrest:

41% Et V El L_

he was executed the following
day.
In 1866. Cyrus W. Field finally succeeded, after two failures,
in laying the first underwater telegraph cable between North America and Europe.
In 1960. Vice President Richard
M. Nixon was nominated for president at the Republican National
Convention in Chicago.
In 1976, Air Force veteran Ray
Brennan became the first person

Woman worried about boyfriend
gets cursed for her concern

Timing is everything with

ABBY:
My since made up, but I'm still hurtDEAR
boyfriend, "Arnold," and I have ing and feel his reaction was
lived together two years. Dur- undeserved. Did I overreact?
ing the four years that we've Is this a bad sign for our
known each other, we have future? -- LOVES ARNOLD
had only five or six really IN OAKLAND
DEAR LOVES ARNOLD:
bad, screaming, door- Your boyfriend may have been
slamming, embarrassed because his cocrying fights worker was called, or he may
about rela- have been angry because he was
tively somewhere other than a socimportant cer game. I don't know him,
subjects like so I can't read his motivation.
However, now that you both
children and
have cooled down, it's time to
money.
explain to Arnold again how
Dear Abby
Arnold told worried you were when he
me yester- didn't show up or call, and
By Abigail
day morning ask him why he reacted the
Van Buren
that
he way he did. Suggest that, in
would be playing soccer with the future, he give you a call
friends after work,and to expect when he's going to be more
him home a little later than than an hour late.
usual. Well, when he wasn't
DEAR ABBY: I'm 13 and
home by 10:30 p.m., I panicked because he's usually home just finished the seventh grade.
from games by 7. His cell phone I recently got my belly butwas turned off, so I called a ton pierced, and everything
Co-worker to try to locate him. was fine until about a week
Ten minutes later Arnold ago. This sounds weird, but a
walked in the door. When he red bump showed up at the
heard I had called a co-work- top of my piercing, and it
er trying to locate him, he got seems to keep swelling. I've
very angry. He raised his voice, had my belly button pierced
called me "psycho," and said for only a month, so I'm sure
I had no right to know where I started changing my jewelry too soon. I'm worried this
he was every minute.
Abby, we live in a bad neigh- bump will stay on my navel
borhood where innocent peo- forever.
Do you have any idea what
ple getting shot, run over and
killed isn't unusual. I am very it is, and how I can get rid
upset because I have no idea of it? I love my piercing and
why he got so angry. We have don't want to take it out. Any
information would help. -PIERCED IN MONTANA
DEAR PIERCED: You may
have an infection at the site
to die of so-called Legionnaire's
of your piercing, or be allerDisease following an American
Legion convention in Philadelphia.
gic to the metal in some of
In 1980, on day 267 of the
your navel jewelry. My advice
Iranian hostage crisis, the deposed
is to ask your mother to schedShah of Iran died at a military
ule a doctor's appointment for
hospital outside Cairo, Egypt, at
you so the problem can be
age 60.
diagnosed
and treated. The docIn 1996, terror struck the Atlanta
tor can determine whether or
Olympics as a pipe bomb explodnot you will have to "take it
ed at Centennial Olympic Park,
out." Keep your fingers crossed
killing one person and injuring
and hold a good thought.
more than 100.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I like with a low -cholesterol diet and
my primary care doctor, so a program of regular physical
I'm hoping to get some guid- activity.
First of all, your family hisance from you on whether I
is significant. You may well
tory
be
should
asking for a have inherited the "wrong"
second genes.
Second, excess cholesterol
opinion. I
46, is believed to be a factor in
am
female, with accelerating the build up of
two choles- substances that cause coronary
terol tests in artery blockage; thus, by holda period of ing off treatment, you are placseveral ing yourself in a risky posiDr.Gott months last tion.
I have middle-aged patients
year reading
and — with elevated cholesterol lev254
By
My els — who are not eager to
Dr. Peter Gott 282.
doctor take medication but are willseems to be reluctant to begin ing to try substitute therapy,
cholesterol-lowering medica- such as niacin and/or omegation until I hit 50. He says 3 fish oil. Ask your doctor
my risk factors remain low about this option.
If you need more aggresdespite the high cholesterol,
since I never smoked and am sive therapy, the "statin" drugs
not significantly overweight. He (Lipitor, Pravachol and others)
also tells me it's unlikely I would be appropriate.
In either case, I encourage
can do much in terms of diet
to lower my cholesterol more you not to wait four more
than a few points (I did not years. Take action now.
To give you related inforeat a high-fat diet to begin
mation, I am sending you copies
with).
My concern is that my my Health Reports "Underfather's side of the family has standing Cholesterol" and
a strong history of heart dis- "Coronary Artery Disease."
ease and high cholesterol. My Other readers who would like
grandfather and all of my copies should send a long, selffather's siblings died young of addressed, stamped envelope
heart attacks. My father sur- and $2 per report to Newsletvived his because, as the ter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
youngest, he benefited from OH 44092. Be sure to menimproved medical technology. tion the title(s).
Do you think I should be
Copyright 2005, Newspatreating the cholesterol probper Enterprise Assn.
lem now, or waiting?
DEAR READER: In my
opinion you need cholesterollowering medications, coupled
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DEAR ABBY: You have
asked readers to share their
pet peeves with you. Well,
here's mine. Please help me
get the message out. When an
elevator door opens, please
allow the passengers who are
getting off to get out of the
elevator before you get on! I
don't understand why people
must push their way into an
elevator while folks are trying to get off. -- ELIZABETH
IN MEDFORD, ORE.
DEAR ELIZABETH: Neither do I, unless they are so
determined to be first on the
elevator that they have forgotten their manners. It's only common sense that the elevator
be allowed to empty before
passengers begin to enter -otherwise they're jostling each
other at the door.

cholesterol treatment

COntractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
41J 103
•A 82
•K Q 4
4A 9 7 2
EAST
WEST
+875
4A 6
IP 9 6 5 3
11Q1104
•A 7 2
.110965
+10643
48
SOUTH
•KQ 942
K7
•8 3
•KQJ 5
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1+
Pass
+
Pass
3+
Pass
I NT
Pass
3+
Pass
4
Opening lead -- three of clubs.
Eavesdropping is ordinarily
regarded in everyday life as an unacceptable form of behavior. In bridge,
though, not only is it considered
acceptable, but it is regarded as
absolutely indispensable to good
play.
Listening in on the opponents'
bidding and taking advantage of
what they say to each other is one of
the best weapons available to the
defense. In this deal, for example,
West
intercepted
messages
exchahged by North and South and
capitalized on what he heard by find-

ing the only way to set the contract.
West had heard both opponents
bid clubs before winding up in four
spades, so it certainly seemed reasonable to assume that North-South
held at least eight clubs between
them. Since West had four clubs
himself, it was not difficult for him to
judge that East probably had at most
one club.
Furthermore, the bidding sugtested that North held precisely three
spades, as with four of them he
would have raised South's spades
immediately. South therefore had to
have five, since he undertook a game
in spades knowing that North had
only three-card support. West, who
had only two spades, consequently
credited his partner with three
spades.
Putting all of this together, West
was able to visualize a defense that
was almost certain to defeat the contract. Accordingly, he led the club
three, taken by South with the king.
Declarer then played a low spade
toward dummy, but West was ready.
He rose with the ace and returned the
four of clubs, trumped by East. A
diamond to West's ace and a third
round of clubs, ruffed by East,
quickly put the contract down one.
Note that if West had not "eavesdropped" on the bidding and had
instead made the more normal lead
of the queen of hearts, declarer
would have made the contract with
an overtrick.

Crosswords
ACROSS
IF CO Ft E3 lE_

-11E 1E Ft cr WFEEO4)

Hey,SwEE1i.4EARf!i4oN'8our
L_ETIla A MAN TAKE CNER7

so,you LACE/3E1r* oN 1-ME

I KHOol MOW To DRNE
MoST oF 1F1E VEHICLES,
BIG mAcHINES,DO YOU? I
COULD 9404 you A fieNle 01Z
Hca4Phe D.
IWO ABOUT /HE. Ei9UIPMENIT
AgoUND

G A FLFIIEL I:10i)

PEANUTSOD
TI-IEN 1 GUM I SHOULD
TAKE ALL MY TwiN65
OUT OF YOUR Room

EVERY TIME I 60
AWAY SOMEPLACE
YOU MOVE INTO
MY ROOM

WAS THAT A 5uroCeeSTN E
REMARK oic. A oEScRiPrfoni OF
youe megiAL. EilblERINe?

1 Fast-food
chain
4 KLM datum
7 Swig down
heartily
12 Relief
13 Easy toss
14 Male relative
15 Demands
17 Common
phrase
18 Sweater front
19 Barely move
20 Not even twice
23 Perhaps
26 Sock tips
27 Family mom.
28 Fragrant tree
31 — kwon do
32 Desperado's
dread
34 Poetic tribute
35 Sighs of
admiration
36 The Plastic —
Band
37 Tooth anchor

38 Reddish-brown
horses
40 On strike
41 Steamship
44 RN employer
46 Hacienda
building
material
47 Stiff straw hats
51 Parcels out
52 Not Dern or
Rep.
53 Deters' Lash
La —
54 Silvery fish
55 Driver's peg
56 Road map into
DOWN
I Chiang — shek
2 Fish's rudder
3 S&L offerings
4 If not
5 Carved pole
6 Tummy
muscles
7 Bicker

Answer to Previous Puzzle
HEM Tip S ROOJIE
EWE UPON ATON
110X DEPOSITED
MA T E LOS
NO MAP
I LKS
INPUT
EWA S [I ER
HA ROEI MAG RA
OLLAS DEN DDT
REAM BED GA
IDEA MIMOS
DENDIENC[ID APO
AMHE JOGS GEL
B OM D
I N G@ EgO
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8 Excessive
9 Battery
chemical
10 Beat
11 Wile, toe
lawyer

C'stirnws!..

Grnei &

Manhall}

3 mo.
6
1 yr.

16 'Blue Tail Fly'
singer
20 Director —
Preminger
21 Flood survivor
22 So-so grades
24 Torch's
misdeed
25 Lubber's aye
28 Supermarket
buy
29 Goddess's
statue
30 Nerve network
32 Worst
33 Out — — limb
37 Laugh-aminute
38 Not go along
39 Glistened
41 Takes a powder
42 Same as
above (Lat.)
43 Composer's
unit
45 Compelled
47SmallamOunt
48 Do the wrong
thing
49 Wheel lux*
50 Understand

Rest of KY/TN
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3
6 mo.
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